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The Black Cat

National Honor Society awards, generally considered the
highest honor that ran be conferred by any High School, were made
this morning at Rockland High School. These awards, based on
Leadership, Service, Character and Scholarship, are made to
Juniors and Seniors who excell in these qualifications.
The 1948 National Honor Society students:
JUNIORS
SENIORS
Geraldine Norton
Helri Laitinrn
June Chatto
VictoriaAnastasio
James Moulaison
Wilbur Dorr
Irving McConchie
Perry Howard

SECOND DISTRICT’S LOSS

Asserting that he considered the formation of a strong fisheries organi
zation as a major step towards the rehabilitation of the Maine fishing
industry. Gov. Barrows becomes the first member of the Maine Fisheries
Association. Inc. Paying his S2 fee to association secretary Herbert Day
of Portland (renter), as Sea and Shore Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R.
Greenleaf i right) looks on. Barrows offered the group the services of his
administration to “combat fisheries problems."
According to Day. the organization hopes to obtain several thousand
members from every section of the roast "in order that a united front may
be established to lacklb'the more pressing problems confronting the in
dustry.” Hr said that k'slrong membership drive would be launched soon
and that he looked for nearly every fisherman, factory worker and dealer
to join.

Doesn’t Owe Dollar
Parishioners of the Meth
odist Church Hear Very
Satisfactory Report

Scotch Song Sung
One of the Interesting
Features At McCourtie
Golden Wedding

Mr. and Mrs. Peter McCourtie of
Clark Island observed their golden
wedding anniversary April 4 at
their home by holding open house
afternoon and evening.
Two of their four children, John
of Barre. Vt., and Mrs. Albert Sea
vey of Ling Cove, were present. Two
sons, living in Detroit. Mich, were
unable to attend.
There was a large display of gifts
from relatives and friends, includ
ing money, flowers and cards. Dur
ing tlie evening. Mr and Mrs. McCcurtie were asked to open a bas
ket of gifts of a humorous nature.
This caused much merriment.
Ice cream, small cakes and cookies
were served, also, two beautifully
decorated cakes, made by Mrs
Elizabeth Imlach and Mrs Chris
tina Wiggin. Mrs. John McCourtie,
Mrs Seavey and Mrs. Imlach served.
They were assisted by Misses Ma
rion Seavey. Betty Imlach and
Dorothy Jackson.
The remainder of the evening was
spent in a social way. A Scotch
song sung by Mr Imlach was much
enjoyed.
A small piece of wedding cake,
L bad man's scorn is a worthier tied with gold ribbon, was presented
each guest on departure. This be
jute than his good will.
ing made by their daughter, Mrs.

At the Sunday morning service of
Pratt Memorial Church. George Or
cutt. treasurer of the church, gave
complete report of the recent annual
financial canvass and report on the
financial successes of the church
during the past year.
fast year the full amount of the
budget was subscribed and several
hundred dollars in addition was re
ceived. Almost every society in the
churcli has some cash balance on
hand and all Conference assessments
this year have been paid in advance
of the Conference date.
For the first time ln many years,
the treasurer stated, the church did
not owe one dollar on current ex
penses or on anything.
Not least among the achievements
of the church during the past year
was the successful work of the
Ladies' Aid Mrs. Ivy Chatto. the
treasurer, reported at the recent
annual {Ladies' Aid meeting a total
gross receipt of >1312.31. After con
tributing S5C0 to the church and ex
pending monies for various property
improvements, a balance of >24691
remains in the treasury of this
society.

Seavey.

HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
t special board meeting is railed
the president of the Home For
ed Women at the Summer street
me of Mrs. Kdwta L, Brown for
Wednesday al 2.30 P. M.
Per order of the Secretary.

DANCE
CAMDEN

OPERA HOUSE

Watie Akins
Orchestra

Guests included: Mr. and Mrs
John McCourtie, Barre. Vt.; Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Seavey, Miss Marion
Seavey. Mr. and Mrs. William Im
lach. Miss Betty Imlach, Mrs. Rob
ert Anderson, Long Cove; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Baum. Mr and Mrs
Oeorge Baum, daughter Marilyn,
Miss Dorothy Jackson, Mrs. Dagma Malmstrom. Mrs. Leslie Milne,
Clark Lsland; Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Wiggin. Mr. and Mrs. John Post, Mr
and Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin, Mrs
Oertrude Col tart, Mrs. Oeorge Shaw,
Mrs. Elizabeth Richards, Mrs. Janet
8teele, Mrs. Jane Wright, Mrs
Charles Ellis, Mrs. Laura Richards
and Mbs Eliza Steele of Rockland.
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282 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

ADMISSION 10c

SPECIAL DINNER AND
SUPPER MENUS DAILY

Dancing from 8.30 to 12.30
43-44

HOME MADE ICES

JIMMIE AND DICK
: : RADIO SHOW : :
FRIDAY, APRIL 19
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
M ATINEE AT 3.30 P. M.—ADMISSION 18c AND 25c
EVG. AT 8 P. M.—ADMISSION 35c; Children under 12 years. 15c
Featured wilt be Jimmie and Dirk, famous WEEI artists; Cora
Deane, Louise Pearson the Sunflower Girl, and
BILL ELLIOT, the Singing Cop; plus Loral Artists
TWO GUN ATWOOD
42-43-45-46-47

GILMORE W. SOULE, M. D.
Announces the Removal of His Office to

23 A Summer Street, Rockland
(CORNER OF UNION AND SUMMER STREETS)
ENTRANCE ON UNION STREET
The office formerly occupied by the late Dr. Wasgatt
OFFICE T^EPHONE 823
RESIDENCE AND NIGHT TELEPHONE 630

*

43-44

The sudden death of Hon. Clyde H. Smith. Representative
to Congress from the Second Maine District, coming almost on
the eve of the Primary election through which he would
again have been nominated, was a great shock not only to his
constituents ln this District but to his very large circle of
friends throughout the State. Mr. Smith amazingly victorious
whenever he sought the Primary's favor, went to Washington
at a time when the Democrats were solidly enthroned in the
saddle. His unusual ability as a worker and his desire to do
everything possible for the district which he represented,
brought him into the spotlight much more rapidly than any
display ot partisanship could have done He found his way
onto Important committees and his unceasing efforts stamped
him as a valuable worker, regardless of partisanship. So
deeply engrossed was he ln his Congressional labors that he
saw but little of Washington's social side. The exception was
thc fine spirit of hospitality which he exhibited when there
came to Washington anybody from hts district. They might
have been strangers when they arrived, but they quickly found
a congenial home, and that home was the Washington resi
dence of Congressman Clyde H Smith No constituent ever
wrote to him without receiving an almost instant reply, and
the assurance that the subject ln hand would bc promptly
attended to.
Realizing in his brief period of illness that he would be
incapacitated lor further campaign work, and possibly realiz
ing that his race was nearly run. Congressman Smith immedi
ately urged his loyal life companion to take up the reins and
seek the nomination which would so certainly have been his.
No ordinary woman here, for Mrs. Smith was already well
schooled in statecraft and has been of invaluable assistance
to her husband Nomination papers placed in circulation
while her husband was still firing were signed with a prompt
ness which showed that the voters of the Second Maine Dis
trict saw in her nomination the eternal fitness of things
The District has lost a splendid worker in the death of
Clyde Smith; it will gain a splendid succession in thc widow.

Cong. Smith’s Death

Crane-Philco Awards

The ten awards given by Scnter
Crane Company ill connection with
their opening days for the new Philco refrigerator fine which has been |
added were made this morning.
(By The Roving Reporter)
John M. Richardson of The CourierGazette officiated with these results.
First, 32-piece set of dishes, Mrs.
Many patrons visit the Post Office
Rev, Samuel F. Emerson, 97,
Irving McBride; lamp, Mrs. Ralph daily but how many of them can Skowhegan's oldest citizen and one
Trim; ovenware, Mrs. Carl White- give the number of Post Office of the two surviving members of
house. Camden; enamel ware, Rida boxes? And how many can tell how Russell Post, Grand Army of thc
Fuller; hostess set, Theresa Walker that number compares with the Republic, has been having consid
(Lisle street); ice tub set, A. B. figures before the carrier service erable trouble with his jaw of late.
Knowlton. Camden; card table, Mrs. was established, when everybody The pain was explained when he
A B Knowlton; electric toaster, J went to mail?
cut a tooth this week, the first pos
R. Waite. Portland; bath towels, W.
sibility of a third set. His brother,
E Daman, Union; hosiery, James
Our Warren correspondent writes: Oeorge W. Emerson of Chickadee
Flanagan.
“That time flieis is always brought farm in Skowhegan is 96 and boasts
home more forcibly to us when we the cutting of several teeth of his
hear of some resident of our town third set. Both elderly gentlemen
being away for a period of years. are in a very fair state of health,
For instance Harold Moody, ln Co Samuel F., looking forward to at
In Which Maine Legisla lumbus, Ohio, where he holds the tending still another national G AR.
Representative Clyde H. Smith
managership of the International convention this coming summer.
ture Will Repeal the
of Maine died early yesterday Just
Harvester
Company, writes his George W. Emerson was on hand
Auto Title Law
a day after he had expressed the
sister, Mrs. Charles McKellar, that for Skowhegan's annual town
A special session of the Maine )ie
away from Warren for meeting in Marcli, an event which
hope that hts district would elect
his wife to succeed him. He was 63. Legislature will be convened Thurs- 30 years and that in another eight he rarely passes up.
The Congressman, a Republican day, April 18. to repeal the automo years he will retire."
Camden is one of the towns
who had served in the House since bile title law and to make minor
Song sparrows made their sea under 20.000 population which has
1936. died suddenly while his wife adjustments in Maine's Unemploy
and a nurse were at his bedside. He ment Compensation law, Oov. Bar- son's debut yesterday lending charm received honoratole mention for its
to the near spring aspect of things. fire prevention work. Other Maine
had been ill of coronary thrombosis rows said Sunday night.
Repeal of thc title law is a plank The seagulls and crows will no towns might well model their ef
since April 3.
of Republican and Democratic plat longer have the monopoly of the forts along the lines adopted by
Chief Payson and Ills efficient crew.
forms adopted in State conventions ether.
of both partir| in the last two
WORKED FOR THE BRIDGE
Tax Collector Carl O. Nelson who
One year ago: Rev. Dr. John
weeks.
attended the State Convention in Smith Lowe told the Rotary Club
He
predicted
that
the
expense
of
Rockland
Y.
P.
C.
U.
We note with interest that Col. George A. Buker, former
of an Easter sunrise service on Mt.
warden of thc Maine State Prison. Ls seeking another legis
Attends the District Get- a special session wiU be “largely ! Portlal1d ra,‘ across an old frknd Robideaux in Riverside, Calif.—
offset
”
by
savings
to
taxpayers
and
al
the
Amerlcan_Legion
hall
in
the
lative nomination. He has served in both branches of the
Together In Gardiner
person of Pat French, who played Daniel G. Wentworth, 87, died in
"departmental economies." It was
Bath City Oovernment, and at Augusta helped secure the
baseball on the Rockland team in Appleton—Llewellyn K. Blacking
Friday
night,
the
local
YP.CU.
indicated the session would bc of
passage of the bill which made the Carlton Bridge possible.
the Maine Coast League. He Ls ton, 76, died at his home on Fulton
Joined unions from Augusta. Auburn, brief duration.
He was one of the organizers of the Ameriman Legion Post,
now employed as steward by the street.—Schooner Charles E. Kiinck
Oakland. Waterville and Gardiner
and has always been out front when there was an oppor
The announcement by the Gov
Harold Andrews American Legion was sold at auction.—Shirley E.
tn a district get -together at the Unl- ernor follows;
tunity to perform a helpful deed Here's hoping we sec him
Post in Portland. Wanted to be Kempton of Bristol High School
versalist Church in Gardiner
in Augusta next winter.
“It is my intention to immediate-'
The box lunch idea was used ly issue a call for the assembling I remembered to the old-tune base won the Lydia O. < Hamlin 1 Spear
speaking contest at the High 8chool.
whereby the girls furnished luncii of the 89th Legislature in 8peclal ball fans.
A BAS THE PROMISED LAND!
/
>
for two and the boys bid on the Session on Thursday. April 18, 1940
The strange thing about Communists in this country Ls
lunches This method created plenty at 10 in the morning. At that
that they have no desire to bc sent to the Russian Utopia
of laughs and at the same time time, in conformity to thc platform
whose praises they sing, for a consideration, and whose struc
helped make new acquaintances. mandate of Republican Party adop
ture of society they would impose over here. Welwel WarsThree Years At Deer Isle
W. S. Spaulding, Jr.,
During the lunch hour, pep talks
zower, alias Robert William Weiner, national treasurer of the
ted in obedience to the wishes oi
were given on the State convention
Communist party, has Just been sentenced to two years in jail
Directs
Successful
Exer

Have Convinced Robbins
citizens of Maine. I will ask for
for using a fraudulently obtained passport Second in Com
at Auburn and thc National Con
cises
—
A
T
urkey
Supper
It
Is “The” Place
consideration of the recommenda
munist rank to Earl Browder, he emulated his chief in the
vention at Clamp Hill, Ala. The
tion contained in the platform for
matter of passport fraud and now follows him ln expiation
playing of games and dancing fin
The “Best People On Earth" The Courier-Oazette received a
But one gathers that the bitterer part of his penalty is not his
repeal of the Automobile Title Law
ished
out
a
completely
enjoyable
prison sentence—this will keep him here for a time, though it
I 'shall also propose for adoption »««red in large number at the fratenial call yesterday from Wil
evening.
be behind bars—but the recommendation of Judge Knox that
definite and necessary amendments , Elks Home last night to witness the liam E. Robbins; editor and pub
after he has served his term he be deported to the paradise of
Those attending from Rockland
the worker, the land where lie was bom. He has made it
were: Rev. John Smith Lowe, Ruth to the Maine Unemployment Com installation of the new officers a lisher of the Deer Isle Messenger,
plain through his lawyer that the nostalgic refrain. “Clarry
task which was admirably per through which medium he is do
and Alfred Benner, Winola and Al pensation Act.
me back to ole whats’is," strikes with him a decidedly hollow"The present administration has formed by Walter S. Spaulding. Jr.,
mon
Cooper,
Jr.,
Jack
Lowe,
Adelaide
ing much to put Hancock County
note.
Cross, Lincoln McRae, Jr., Dorothy endeavored to bc responsive to thc of Portland, district deputy grand on the map.
One can readily understand his feeling, but not the treach
ery with which he and his kind seek to bring to these shores
Dimlck, Winifred Dimick, Lucille wishes of the Republican Party. It exalted ruler, Maine West B.P.O F
the thing they would avoid What Ls it that impels a man like
Stanley, Shirley 8taniey, Edward has endeavored to adhere to and His suite included Dwight Stevens Editor Robbins forsook Aroostook
Warszower, who apparently ardently prefers America to the
Williamson, Virginia Witham, Miles carry out the platform pledges ad of Portland, past exalted ruler, past County three years ago for fife on
USSR., to devote his life to plotting the extension of the
Sawyer, Douglas Cooper, James opted at each Republican Conven district deputy grand exalted ruler the rolling main, or close to it
Soviet tyranny to the land of his preference? The only an
and past president of the Maine anyhow. Likes Penobscot Bay in
Jordan. Charles Weed. Dudley Har tion.
swer seems to be that he has found a living in it while believ
“The Title Law. so-called, as en Elks as-oclation, as grand esquire; general and Deer Isle in particular.
vey, Richard Spear, Helen Crockett,
ing, very possibly, that his professional efforts will be in vain.
His belief is justified, but certainly he should be sent back.
The imprint of his interesting
Alice Bohn, Ruth McMahon. Kay acted by the 80th Legislature, was Dr. C. Eugene Fogg, of Portland,
Poetic justice demands that an agent of Stalin be delivered to
Weed, Milton Robarts and Robert felt to be a necessary adjunct to past exalted ruler, as deputy grand personality is seen ln that delight
the tender sanctuary of Stalins bosom.—New York HeraldSmalley.
the protection of car owners, and esquire; Elmer W Cobb of Port ful column which he calls "From
Tribune.
The YP.C.U. takes this opportu recognized representatives of the land as 'haplaln; I^nti H Jeffer? My Window”. He is a lover of na
Maple Orange in North Waldoboro nity to thank those who so gra automobile associations in Maine of Portland, past exalted ruler and ture. and in his column appear
ciously contributed their cars for thc voiced no objections to the passage now commander of Camden Hills many human interest Items which
on that date.
trip.
of thc bill. Unfortunately, perhaps C.C.C. camp, as grind esteemed arc frequently copied Into thc met
Ocean View Grange conferred the
no referendum was Initiated during leading knight; Elisha W. Ptktf of ropolitan press.
third and fourth degrees on a class "AID FINLAND" DANCE
the 90 days before the law became Rockland, past exalted ruler of The purpose of his visit to Rock
ftftft ft
The younger Finnish set did their effective seeking to suspend its opera both Eastpert and Rockland lodges land yesterday was to meet his
of six Monday night. There-were
News items from all of the Pa
part for war-torn Finland by hav tions. Accordingly, lt then became as loyal knight and Joseph Soffayer son Paul coming home from the
trons of Husbandry are welcomed 38 members and three visitors pres
ing a dance at East Union Saturday my sworn duty, and that of the Sec of Rockland, past exalted ruler as New England Conservatory of Mu
here.
ent. Supper was served following
night. Taking into consideration
grand esteemed lecturing knight.
sic for a week's vacation. He was
the meeting. First and second de that this was their first venture ln retary of State in detail to carry
Limerock Valley Pomona Orange
out the provisions of the law to the4 Elective officers installed were accompanied by his wife and
grees will be conferred on three can Lhe entertainment business on a
wiill meet Saturday at Pleasant Val
best of our ability. We have worked Percy L. McPhec, exalted ruler; Dr. daughter Miss Priscilla Robbins.
large scale, they did remarkably day and night to accomplish that Dana 6. Newman, esteemed lead
Interested In everything pertain
ley Orange in Rockland. Tlie pro didates this week.
well. The evening netted them purpose.
ing knight; Dr. Blake B. Annls, ing to Deer Isle's welfare he sees
gram wifi consist of the opening
>125; >25 is to be turned over to thc
song, followed by greetings by F. L MANY CLAMS SHIPPED
"In thc ligTit of what has trans esteemed loyal knight; Adelbert L. a take of >42.000 for the Deer-Isle
Red Cross for the purposes of buy'
8. Morse, Fred Rice making re
A fair idea of the importance of
pired. I shall cause the Legislature French, esteemed lecturing Knight; Sedgwick bridge in thc first year
sponse; tableau by- St. George the clam industry in this section ing yam and the balance of >100 is to be assembled in Special Session Joshua Southard, secretary;“Tim of its existence. The bridge has
Orange; speaker. State Chaplain may bc gained by the record of to be turned over to the Finnish at thc State House, Augusta, on othy E. McInnis, treasurer; and paid for itself this year, and the
Rev. Royal Brown; solo. Margaret shipments sent to the Black & Gay- Committee of Rockland and vicinity Thursday, April 18. to consider such Simon D. Crosby, tiler; appointive reduction of thc bonded indebted
Robbins; patriotic reading, Helen canning factory in Thomaston from for Finnish Relief.
were
Robert. ness will begin in thc second year.
proposals as may be presented ln officers installed
Throughout thc evening "Aid-FinWentworth: violin solo, Alice Bar Deer Isle in thc last two days. Col
Thc granite quarry of John L.
reference to the Title Law, as well Brewer, esquire; Randall Marshall,
ton; roll call, patriotic sayings, lections made by Myron Coombs, land" buttons were sold and at 11 as such amendments as arc neces chaplain; Paul Plourd, inner guard; Goss <fe Co. is getting out stone for
o'clock prizes were awarded con
host Grange
the Providence Municipal Pier and
collector for the above concern and sisting of a fog fight a card table, a sary to the Unemployment Compen Albert C. Jones, organist.
• • • •
A turkey supper was served by the Deer Island Granite Corpora
shipped Tuesday and Wednesday table lamp and >2 in cash. A door sation Act as affect employers and
St. Oeorge Grange is having totalled 18.722 pounds of cooked
employes of Maine, and which will the house committee and music was tion, putting on more cutters, is
neighborhood night April 12 and clam meats, more than nine tons. prize of $5 and a spot waltz were be In compliance with recent by a local orchestra.
quarrying granite sheets for facing
is extending an invitation to ail Of this quanity 8,635 pounds came also features. During intermission amendments to the Federal Social
a new bridge in New York.
Oranges of Llmerock Pomona, also from the various communities on soda and sandwiches, coffee and Security laws enacted by Congress
Mr. Robbins is very certain that
STONINGTON
cake were sold Tlie group thanks
Ocean View of Martinsville. All
thc Deer Isle section will have a
Deer Isle and the balance from East Union Grange for thc use of after the close of our regular ses
Ben
Carter
has
employment
with
other Grangers will bc welcome. C.
huge number of summer visitosr
across thc Reach from Sargentvlllc their buildings. Excellent music sion of thc Legislature.
Laurence Lurvcy in Brooklin.
M. Washburn of Augusta wifi give a
this year.
“It is presumed that tlie Legisla
to Blue Hill Falls. This represents was furnished by Charles Woodcock
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Wescott
of
lecture on “Maine Potatoes" and
ture in its next regular session wifi Boothbay Harbor arc visiting Mr.
a weeks work for the diggers, and and his orchestra.
also illustrated pictures.
follow the party platform. There Wescott's mother Mr Emma Gross.
at nine cents a pound, an income
St. George Orange was pleasant
fore it seems unjust and unneces
to them of $1,685. The season wifi
Edmund Hamblen is employed YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Because
moths
fiy
at
nigh',
and
ly surprised with a visit of six of
close shortly and shipments are at are usually not seen, few people sary to further subject those who as cook on steamer North Haven.
the Seven Invaders, also visitors
exhortation of the iiawn
acquire cars prior to next January
Grace Gross is home from Cas
from Ocean View, Grangers are their height now.—Deer Isle Mes- realize that there are nine timer as
look to this Day!
I senger
to
title
their
cars
when
apparently
tine Normal School.
many moth species as butterflies.
For It. Is Life, the very Life ot Life.
always welcome
Tlie first and
those who register their cars after
Ill Its brief course lie all the
Betty Barter lias returned to Verities
second degrees were confined on
anrl Realities of your Existence,
that date will in all probability not Colby College after visiting her
Thc Bitsa of Growth.
three candidates. Tlie 3d and 4th TYPEWRITER
The
Glory
of Action.
MOODY
be obliged to meet such require parents Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Barter.
degrees will be confined April 19.
The Splendor of Beauty:
RENTALS
MATERNITY HOME
ments."
For
Yesterday
a Dread,
Mrs. Celia "Crockett is visiting her And To morrowis Ishut
only a Vision:
$3.00 Month
(Licensed)
But Today well lived, makes
-----------------daughter Mrs. Harry Gerrish in
There wiill be no meeting of Good
Every Yesterday a Dream of happiness.
High Street, Camden
New and Used
Stainless steel has even come into Rockland.
Will Grange, South Warren, Thurs All Makes
And every To-Morrow a Vision of Hope,
Rate $3.00 per day
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
Look well therefore to this Day!
use. Italy now has coins made ot j Edward Parsons Is Census taker 8uch
day night, as the members have ac 71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
ts the Salutation of the Dawn.
DIAL CAMDEN 582
acmonital.
a
steel
alloy.
cepted an invitation to meet witn
i-Banacrit

A Special Session

Lunches At Auction

Elks Installed

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

An Editor’s Visit

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMF.S-A-WEF.B

Did not our heart burn within
us, while He talked with us by
the way, and while He opened to
us the Scriptures?—(Luke 24: 32.

CATHEDRAL IN THE SCN

Every-Other-Day
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THE LYRIC MUSE

$
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

He Quotes Verse

Our
Book
Corner

Field And Stream

| CANT JUDGE MERITS YET

Senator Bridges, Presi
dential Candidate, Reads A few lat* Items picked up along ,
Maine's fish and game trails.
Two Poems To Cam
The Ashing situation remains i
paign Audiences
A
Senator Styles Bridges of New
Hampshire, who probably has de
livered more speeches throughout
the country" than any other Repub
lican Presidential candidate, Ls now
evoking the muse to point up hLs at
tacks on tlie Roosevelt record. In
his recent speeches he has enter
tained his audiences with a recital
of two pieces of anonymous au
thorship. which follow:

about the same with only a to*
scattered brooks open and still plenty
of Ice on the lakes and ponds. Seba-

Fifteen New Men Out For Camden High
—“Dool” Not a Prophet This Year
(By Coach Laurence Dailey)
You make the statement, "the
season js near at hand.” I
must accuse you of being an opti
mist. Our diamond at this time
resembles a frog pond one day and
a skating rink the next. However
here is the dope that you request.
We have the following letter men
on hand:
Captain Dearborn.
First Base
Harold Boynton,
Pitching and Outfield
George Wasgatt.
OulAcld
Catcher
Robert Anderson.
Frank Milliken,
Outflfld
Outfield
Robert Merchant,
Frank Parker,
Outfield
Clyde Bartlett. Catcher and Outfield
Tom Aylward.
Third base.
Second base j
Roland Marriner
Short stop I
Peter McGrath,
There are about 15 new men try- i
ing out. From this group four men
will be chosen to make up our'
Varsity squad of 15. At the pres
ent time it is impossible to Judge
the merits ot this group.
Our schedule follows:
April 23, Union at Camden.
April 25. Camden at Union.

go Lake remains as white as it was
In the middle of the winter and the
“Playthings for Indoor and Out
weatherman has refused, so far. to
door Fun" by Ray J. Marian is a
produce one really warm spring day
Ca plain's Poem Accepted
book of explicit directions for mak
From
np Moosehead way. warden
Capt, Waiter Edgar Scott, whose
ing a variety of entertaining playpoems have frequently appeared in
#
Qf pxpe„se
supervisor Charlie Green reports 30
the columns of this paper, has be n
ships musical instruments,
Inches of black ice on the big lake
notified that his jioein The White darts, boomerangs. telegraph and
JUST TIRED
and predicts that it will be out
Birch'" has been selected for an an- i signaling sets. skates, coasters, kites,
Tin tired, uh. so tired, of the whole around May 15th. He says that the
thology. “The Caravan of Verse" to and aquaplanes, are only a few toys
New Deal,
Of
the Juggler * 6mUe. of the barker* water is low in the lakes in his sec
be issued this spring by the Cara- I that young people can make by foi spiel,
van Publishing Oo, Tilts poem Is loam:' Mr. Marrans instructions. Cf the mu*hy speech and tlie loud tion but will rise quickly when tlie
In selecting the playthings de
bassoon.
also entered in the cash prize con scribed in his book, the author has And I'm tlredest of all our leader's he and snow starts melting.
Incidentally, the Moosehead area,
croon
test.
kept In mind three all-important
in fact all of Piscataquis county,
RRRR
factors: the playthings must give 11,1
the tM on n’T ,uun
Forma. like paintings, should be j the boy or girl houss of real enjoy-i i tn tired of "pay-offs" to political yc«gs has a definite opening date this
Judged from afar, both as to distance mcn[.
lnust, be easy to make by ! I m tired of Jim Farley s stamps on my year. You can drop your line in
and time.
the average boy or girl; and must' And- Im
nul1tired
'
John Harsen Rhoades
of my ohtrt with Ita tax- any open water south of the north
New York
I be made out of materials to be found
shortened tall.
line of range 9. N WF April 25 and
RRRR
i around the house. There are many I'm tired of farmer's goose-stepping to
all waters north of that area on
laws.
BRAVERY
, helpful drawings which with Mr
millions of Itching Job-holders' May 1st. As a result there should be
[For The Courier-Gazette|
! Marran's simplified building direc And otpaws.
tions will afford a great deal of di- Of hreside talk*" over commandeered some fishing at Moosehead and
The bravest ones are not always
mikes.
The ones who know no fear
| version and aid inestimably in the
And of passing more laws to stimulate other lakes on the 25th despite the
And dash headlong Into danger
development of manual dexterity.
strikes
With their hearts lrom terror clear
fact that there will still be plenty
No. the medals go to ilmld folks
This book is an ideal companion I in tired of the hourly Increasing debt.
of
ice.
Whose hearts within them quake.
volume to Mr Marran's “Fun at I ill Itred of promises, to be met
Who are terrlhed by danger.
A bad ice condition at the Bangor
CM eating aud sleeping by government
Home." (Appleton-Century)
Yet the chance they gamely take
plan.
The bravest ones not always are
And of calmly forgetting the ''forgotten Salmon pool has hampered opera
Another Interesting book for
man."
The ones who blithely bear
tions there to a great extent. No
Whatever Pate metes out to them
I young- people from the Appleton- Im tired of eveift- new "brain truat" fish were taken during the first six
With nonchalance so rare—
thought.
Century press is "We Called Them
No. the ones that rate the bouquets
Are those full of doubts and fears. I Indians", a history of the American Of the "ship of state" now a pleasure days but on the other hand the
yacht.
Who shrink from fortune* bufletingsh
Wqrrpn sFvmoUr
But meet them amlllng thro' their,lnQlan
*Iora warren &e\mour I'm tired of cheating the courts by number of anglers to try their luck |
etgalth.
was very small. Down on the Dennys
authority on the And I'm
tears
terribly tired of "sharing my
Nellie M Ervlne
subject. She Arst shows what the
River in Washington county the!
wealth."
Tenants Harbor
Indians learned from the Spanish |, m tlred
Bfanor on w on,
boys look for a great run of At-.
RRRR
explorers and their relationship with or each royal 'tn-law and favorite
FOR FINLAND
lantic salmon this year. More than
the French and English. Through 1
“n|For Tlie Courier-Gazette]
the lives ol some of the prominent I {"I ii‘n^iy’\ompleuiyd dSTup with It 600.000 fry were planted tn 1936 and i
St John In extreme tribulation
results of this activity should be
Indians—such as Hiawatha. Pontiac.
all.
A series of parties is being given On Patmos Imprisoning sod
Tecumseh. Black Hawk, etc, the Ifni Hied and bored with the whale noticable the coming season. Herb
the Holy City triumphant.
for the purpose of raising funds Saw
Coming down out of Heuten from author traces the wars between the
New Deal.
wherewith extensive repairs may be
It's Juggler's smile its barker's Allan, former secretary of the sal-1
God
Indians and whites and the steady With spiel.
mon club loolu for some black sal
made to the Catholic Church The people of brave little Finland
westward migration which culmin Dear Lord, out of all Thy available men
By dictators appointed to die
Please grant us a Cleveland or Coolidge mon fishing around the 12th of
Thurday night there will be a sup Now
ated
in
the
Indian's
conquest,
and
bombed by their aerial warfare
again
April
He says that a new dam:
per at the church with John 8. See "hell" coming down from the sky hLs settlement on reservations. Tlie Amen.
nature of the Indian, his position
has been built half way between the
Hanlett in charge. W J. Sullivan is May they like St John In his exile
With the eye ot (alUi piercing the sky as a citizen and landowner, and the
THE NEW DEAL
chairman of the men's committee, See also the City Eternal
bridges in the village of Denny sviile'
problems concerning his welfare My lather—poor misguided gent.
Descending to them from on high.
which alii have charge of those en
and that the club hopes to be able
Wasted hla life—a life misspent!
of pearl swung widely open I that have yet to be settled, form By working hard aand working late
tertainments, and MLss Annie Carmi ItsTogates
to re-build Oilman Dam at the foot
receive them from martyrdom chapters tn this colorful and itl- To gather "pieces of the eight "
ls chairman of the woman's com Rrwar^i: their drifter. suffer,ng
dad! He'd fuss and fret and toll of the dead water, several miles
,
Seymour spent Poor
And buru the blooming midnight oil
mittee.
•
With the peace of the heavenly life a number of years in the U. S. In- For nothing but a little cash
below Meddybemps Lake, this sea
May Finland their country we honor 'ban Service and was the first wo- To buv the dally beans and hash!
son.
dad! He was so mild and meek.
man member of the Board of Indian Poor
Richard Spear, who followed the See help coming soon In its plight
He'd work rtx days In every week.
Togue are running big at Moose
Deliverance from godless agressors
I
Commissioners.
Her
recent
article
And
fourteen
hours every day
trail of Christopher Columbus, will
Sure victory ending their light.
head
Lake. The other day Harley
To
try
to
keep
the
wolf
awaiy
Allison M Watte | on the Navajo Indians, which ap- Now father, meaning well, but dumb.
be guest speaker at the Lions meet
Budden of Greenville landed a 23|peared tn the Saturday Evening Ama-sed a rather tidy sum
Jamaica. Vt.
ing tomorrow. He has a very in
i Post under the title "Thunder Over With which he planned to buy some pound 12-ounce beauty off Center
RRRR
beers
teresting story.
the Southwest" Ls entered in the To brighten
THE AWAKENING
Island near Seboomook. The fish
hLs declining years
Congressional Record.
, |For Tlie Courier-Gazette]
1 he New Deal came, and simple dad
was 38'i Inches long, had a girth
• • • •
Who a worked like heck for nil he d
As Winter draws his Icy spread
of 23 Inches and his tail was 10%
One of the most famous libraries Awokehad.
From off earth s warm and grassy bed
one morn to find that he
And sunlight streams far up the -4ty
inches across As the fish had
in the world once sold a job lot Wx, now a public enemy!
To awake the crows to Joyous cry
' A lou.-* a Scrooge, a national cyst,
of
"worthless
books'
for
24
pounds.
characteristics different than those
The salt buds raise their drowsy headj An economic royalist!
Aud smile up from thetr dewy beds
It contained a first folio of Shake ' So dad. Industrious but dumb.
of the average togue Budden be
While brooks and rivulets greet the day
speare. When they bought it back I, how the source from which will
As
Winter
turns
aud
goes
his
way
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar
lieves that it was one of the Lake
come
_ _
, .—generations later—it cost them The coin to buy the gasoline
thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple , Soon
goon all the hills and vales wl.l
will ring
.
—, , .
, ,,
Superior species that were put into
l
or
-I
uie
poor
underdog
s
machine.
When
Spring
a
gorgeous
cloak
will
fling
■>
(JUO
pounds
That
Is
one
o.
the
Inexpensive home recipe that thousands
the lake by the Department of In
And trees win don their mantles bright I memories behind the task. which To bring the more abundant life
are using
Get a package .of Ru Ex. , As
To every loafer and his wife!
song birds come In Joyous Bight
has just begun, of providing the From dad will be extracted sums
land Fisheries and Oame for ex
Compound today. Mix It with a quart Then Itelds and forests will rewound
Scottish National Library (in Edin To 11.1 the bellies of the bums;
of water, add the Juice of 4 lemons As nature wakens all around
perimental purposes, several years
F r radios, to rase the hr'.la
It'a easy No trouble at all and pleas And smiling Spring will come to stay burgh! with space to hold upwards Of all the chronic ne'er-do-wells!
Till Summer Journeys on her way.
ago. The big fellow had a very
ant You need only 2 tableepoonsful
of 100.000 additional books. Ten For booze that labor's ''Little Nell"
Maurice P HUI
heavy Jaw bone and two little holes
Can tell the boas to go to hell!
two times a day Often within 48 hours
thousand
feet
of
shelves
are
being
Rockland.
Poor dad! A faithful, fair gossoon.
-sometimes overnight—splendid ret.ilts
put in the three lowest stockrooms Was born Just thirty years too soon! on top of his nose below the eyes.
are obtained. If the pains do not quick-1
of the Library and they are ex
Perry Greene, Maine's famed
ly leave and If you do not feel better. I
L ENVOI
Ru-Ex wiU cost you nothing to try
pected to be ready for use by sum A moral lurks along the hall
guide who cut his foot badly while
Ru-Ex Compound la for sale and recom
mer. This Library was formerly lu all this seeming fol de rol.
mended by C. H. Moor & Company and ;
participating in a log chopping con
Ad It Is thia: That any cheat
the Advocates' Library, and it ac Who
good drug stores everywhere.
says you ought to work to eat.
test at Detroit several weeks ago Is
quired its present rank and title Is simply "nuts", out ot his bead.
still confined to the house but is
Lower crop acreages and higher through the munificence of an Sit on your tall or stay In bed'
government will see. to gad
yields are the startling achieve American, the late E. S. Harkness. The
That you get yours lrom chumps like profitably spending his time tying
ments of farmers revealed in the Its intake of volumes Ls several
dad!
flies. Perry took lessons from some
IBM Government Crop Report, thousand
for it hares with
—From the Herald Tribune
of the country's best fly makers
From the fewest number of acres the British Museum, the Bodleian i
during the winter and is doing a
harvested under normal weather Library. Oxford, the Cambridge1 a few Russians. Lithuanians and
fine Job. Besides the well known
University Library and the Na- j
Italians Th? children come at the
tional Library of Wales, the distinc
patterns he has originated several
close of ’’sell school i'ay for classes
tion of receiving a free copy of every
from 4 urtll 5.30 or 6 p. m.. and good looking ones of his own. At
book pjblished in the United Kingagain from 7 until at least 9 p. m home on State street in Augusta.
xZ'
,1,’P BM1P,an\They pav a tiny legist ration fee so Perry says that he would be glad
‘"“I11,*1111*"' *?ld “ Jotblo: 01 that each member can feel that
books containing the Shakespeare the settlement is "his". Each mem to hear from his friends. Although
folio under the impression that ber has "he privilege of attending his foot injury is improving the
plays were ephemeral literature of
„„
—
...
i two classes and a e»ub during the danger of permanent impairment
no va,ue 'Of cour e this was many wpek
du,e tDcludes clMses still remains, he says.
years ago.) — Christian Science in sewing, knitting, cooking, arts and
Monitor
crafts, carpentry, luy orchestras,
.■ringing, sporti, nr.iwlng. iir.rt tap,
Residents of Salem. Mass., who folk and ballroom darcu.g. There
know every nook and cranny of The is also a dramv.ri club, and a glee
At the ptar Alleys Saturday night
House of the Seven Gables had op club for both boy; and girls.
the Rockland team took Waldoboro |
Quickly as you need it!
portunity on the night of March 20
In a review of the film, It Ls noted into camp by 52 pins, undismayed
to
see what Hollywood has done
...
„ to , that the script, based on Haw- by the visitors' 54 lead in the first |
No Payment For 30 Days
the historv landmark and to Haw__ . .
,
„
,
thorne s novel, shows many changes, string. Hobbs had high string 1131)
thome roman ,• of the Pvncheon chief of which is that e,ne„w«
Clifford ar.d
i. Simply mail the attached
i family—in the world premiere of I Hepzibah, brother and sister In the and McKinney had high total,
coupon.
I Universal Studios film of that title, | story, have now become sweethearts, ItocUand
shown for the benefit of "The House whose romance waits for many McKinney 107 97 110 112 101-627
A ttep toward bigger yields.
2. Our representative is in Rock
of Seven Gables” Settlement.
84 65 106 92 82—<39
years. If such alteration improved Roes
land each Monday, lie will conditions since the World War,
It Is of interest to note that none
95 91 86 KB 131—5051
farmers reaped yields that were of the scenes were “shot" at the the story, one wouldn't have cause Hobbs
rail on you at no obligation or
93 99 105 112 107—516
only 1% under the record year of house. The studio sent some artists to complain, says thLs reviewer. But Carr
to romplete fRe Deal.
•
1938, when more acres were har and cameramen to Salem for stilLs "The House of Seven Gables" can Johnson
3t LU 97 93 106-500
hardly be said to have benefited
Our main requirement Ls the vested.
last summer but none of the dra The sets and atmospheric effects
Many major factors behind this matic action took place while tour
ability to make small monthly
470 463 504 511 629-3487
accomplishment are revealed in ists visited and enjoyed luncheon are the authentic part of the film Waldoboro
payments regularly.
But
the
acting
is
less
satisfactory
personal interviews with 32,000 in the house which John Turner.
Davds
99 81 75 91 87 -433
Write or Phone us TODAY
farmers in 35 States. Better all ] mariner, built in 1663. When John Modern men and women, with mod
around farming practices stand out. | Turner built lhe hotis '. he made | ern voices, modern ways, and mod- EjOenthner 103 103 97 82 106-491
,,
,
• ,
■
i- tl i
t
i
,
iern motions are attired in fancy F.Oenthner 117 100 95 94 104-510
Every farmer interviewed in The only four large room . but ins fani-1 rir
rost,ime« to rmrMMi
Jtttiannl
Fertilizer
A«nri
at
inn
I
fly
grew
and
with
It
the
house
Mr
of a vanld£d „ra. R is Fitch
113 87 108 97 113—518
National
Association sur- ily
witli it lhe house. Mr. j
92 87 87 96 111-473
vey made an estimate based on who "wt inti
|'J( ‘*1 °n' John; unconvincing, and moderate enter- Smith
yields obtained with and without S XES u.2'pS“»
fertilizer.
524 458 462 460 521-2435
FINANCE COMPANY
words, for those who have forgotten
1 Maine farmers stated they got China. Japan and India. And even or have not experienced the quality
tually
there
was
John
Turner,
third.
an increase of 203 per cent on po
that is Hawthorne. Oilbert Emery
Room No. 201
Floor No 2
tatoes; 107 per cent on dry beans; anc* so wa ;bat three generations is named as the only actor who
Kreage Building
u per cent on hay; and 66 per cent of seafaring Turners lived in The seems to come nearest to grasping
241 Wa.ter Street
House of Seven Gables. After the
on silage corn.
the original idea of the story.
Augusta, Maine
For a Limited Time Only
Turners, the Ingersolls came into
• • • •
MARTIN J. RIELI.Y, Mgr.
possession of the House, and they,
AMERICANA
Germany has decreed tliat all top too. owned it for three generations Mathilda sewed her cherished sampler,
Phone No. 1155
bent.
soil removed as a result of military After several other families had
Small Loan Statute License No.
Above her work; with needle fine and
or public works projects must be owned and lived in the house, a
sure
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
Salem women purchased and re She Stitched the silken words of aentl
used in enriching other areas.
balances up to $15#; 2'-% monthly
modeled it In 1910 Miss Caroline Those ment.
on baLtnees above.
proverbs ahe was certain would
Emmerton, with her mother, con
endure.
Now
It
is hanging by the fireplace
ceived (he idea of making the old
of her Industry and sell-denial,
A elean, smooth sheet, for busi
house is much like the house of Fruit
Yellowed and fragile as a hit of lace:
COUPON
Hawthorne's novel as possible, and Americana, in Colonial style.
ness—for school—for typewriter.
woven dreams are with us
opening it to the public with the Ma’hllda's
yet.
At no obligation to me please
understanding that all the income Long after she had learned her al
have your representative call
phabet
be used loi recreational purposes In
Marguerite Janvrln Adams (Chris
tlie neighborhood.
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
on:
tian Bclence Monitor)
• • • •
We Do Not Break Packages
And so now here is Tlie House of
Teacher: "Tommy, can you cor
Name ......... -.......... ..................
Seven Gables, 272 years old, earn rect this spntcnce?'Oirls Ls naturally
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
ing hundreds of dollars that run
better looking than boys'."
Address .....................................
setllenient activities lor over 509
Tommy: "Yes, teacher: 'Otrls Ls
children, mostly of Polish descent
ROCKLAND, MAINE
who live in th • neighborhood. There artificially better looking than
44-46-49 50
are, too, some Iii;h, some French, boys'!”

A novel by Anne B. Fisher. Pub
lishers Carlyle House, New York.
This Ls a pageant of early Cali
fornia, a story of love and faith and
of tlie unrecorded heroism of the
humble, fused with much of the bril
liant color of the golden age of peace
in early California days. In this
novel we find much of the embryo
period when life was new in these
parts and times were mixed with
violence and passion and love.
Spanish Dons, Mexicans, English
and Yankees. Gentle, painstaking,
patient and love inspiring Padres
build for eternity and Ood. Almost
uncivilized tyrants and uncouth, In
dians are made to live in the clear,
clean cut character building of this
brilliant author whose “Wide Road
Ahead” gave her the prestige needed
to assure a reading public of well
written stories.
In "Cathedral In the Bun" we find
the gold rush period the upheavals
that always come In the political
life of new environments. A mother
less Indian maiden carries on the
beautiful spirit of the mission build
ers, Many intriguing characters will
be In your mind and, heart long after
the last page is read in this far
better than average novel.
K S F.

year I will rest on my laurels and
make no predictions this season,
other than this, I expect to see a
close race.

The Community bowling alleys
will be open to the public tonight,
there being no matches. The league
playoffs will start tomorrow night.
April 27. Camden at Boothbay.
In the National league. Feyler’s will
April 39. Camden at Thomaston. roll against the Old Timers, and In
May 3. St. Oeorge at Camden.
the American league Mid-Town
May 7, Lincoln at Camden.
Cafe will be against Harding's Won
May 9 or 10, Camden at Vinal ders. Thursday night's matches will
haven.
be the winners of Wednesday night’s
contests against Texaco in the
May 14, Rockland at Camden.
American league, and Rice in the
May 17, Thomaston at Camden.
National league.
May 21. Camden at S. Oeorge
May 34, Camden at Lincoln.
i
------------------May 25. Boothbay nt Camden.
Tlie 700.009,000 pounds of sea food
May 31. Camden at Rockland.
canned annually in the United
Having picked the winner last States ls valued at $100,000,000.

.!eBgWBaBeBggaH=«gHema
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Enjoy the Thrill of Fine Quality

F

SAUDI
TEA

Lemon Juice Recipe
Checks Rheumatic
Pain Quickly

GOVERNMENT REPORTS
A BUMPER YIELD

With The Bowlers

NATION-WIDE

WHEAT CEREAL

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Seed Sown Here

Falls In Fertile

Only 37c

BIRD'S-CUT GOLDEN

NATION-WIDE—RED BAG

COFFEE

WAX BEANS

t>2l<

SPAGHETTI

2

2

TALL
CANS

iyc

2

CORN

21c

SPLENDID-FANCY

BOY-AR-DEE

SPAGHETTI

MEI? ULLS

83c

CANS

SPLENDID-GOLDEN BANTAM

NATION-WIDE—PREPARED

2

CANS

RICE

27c

««23c

3

NAIION-WIDE

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI 2^115c

PURITAN
OVEN
BAKED
IN GLASS
BEAN POTS

AUNT JEMIMA

BEANS
ALL

KINDS

I9c

■A- HERSHEY'S

2

PANCAKE FLOUR

PKGS

25c

QUAKER
EACH

BAKING

2

CORN MEAL

CHOCOLATE

Individually
PKG

Wrapped Piecet

ROSE BOWL MACKEREL

PKGS

|9<

I4<

2^ 23c
• •

PETER PAN

SALMON

Sunshine ——

CREAM LUNCH

LILY WHITE—BONELESS

CODFISH

c n acai as
.. .
SnjkO^JAM CWtK rir - IppaQ

FANCY-SMALL

CHOCOLATE COVIREB
ORABAM COOKIES • »

'T&l&Otud

SPECIAL OFFER!

17c

kg

HERSHEY'S

SHRIMP

br»kfxst

COCOA

NATION-WIDE BAKING POWDER
THREE CROW VANILLA

euat

roe iiHta
FLAVOR

OPENS ALL DRAINS

DRAIN OPENER

CAN

I5<

CRYSTAL
S'

SAL SODA
OXYDOL

SML
PKG

LUX TOILET SOAP

PKGS

17e

LGE
PKG

2lc

8pFf»5r-19

LOVELY SKIN
SPECIAL

25c
2-iWNT
BOTS 25c

SERVICE

GROCERS

DAZZLE BLEACH

4

bars

Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

The Courier-Gazette
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Every-Other-Day
Herbert Newbegln, a new mem
ber ot the staff of the Knox Coun
ty Trust Company has moved his
family here from Waldoboro.

ray Gibbon were prefaced by brief
explanatory notes. The songs were:
Out There on Yonder Mountains. 1
Annual Dinner Meeting Have Cull’d That Lovely Rosebud.
Huntley-Hill Post Selects
At Copper Kettle—Mrs. Whpnce O Shepherd Malden, and
a Group of Active Work
Gay, La. La. Gay is the Rose. Mrs
The annular eclipse of the sun,
Avery New President
ers As Officials For
Carlisle gave a comprehensive and
visible here as a partial eclipse, was
the Coming Year
Tlie 1039-40 season of the Methe- interesting report of the New Eng
April 10-15—Maine Methodlst Confer seen under perfect conditions by
land
Conference
held
at
Manchest

ence In Auburn.
besec Club passed into history with
Oliver R Hamlin is celebrating his
those who took the pains to smoke
April 12—Thomaston—One-act plays
Its annual dinner-meeting Friday er. Vt., Sept. 27-28-29 and attended exit frem the 30's by accepting an
by High School at Watts hall.
glass for that purpose. It was not
April 19 Patriots Day,
night at the Copper Kettle, attend by more than 300 women. Tlie other term as commander of Hunt
April 19—Jimmie and Dick, radio a very exciting affair, and' those who
show, at Community Building
ed by 40 members and its guest of theme of this conference: "The
chose to go to "Grapes of Wrath"
ley-Hill Post. V.F.W At the time
April 19—Knox-Lincoln Kents Hill
honor. Mrs. Grace Carlisle, of New England of Tomorrow: As
Club meets.
at Strand Theatre think they had
of his first election lie was one of
April 19 —Thomaston— "Travflmanla
Thou
Wilt"
was
brought
into
many
Boothbay
Harbor,
director
of
the
by Star Circle Orace Chapter at Watts the better of it.
the youngest V.F.W commanders in
Ninth District of the Maine Federa phases of discussion, study and
hall
April 20 —Warren— Finnish benefit
discourses
at
the
gatherings,
one
of
tion of Women's Clubs.
concert In Warren
For the third successive month of
April 23—Visitors’ night and social
The dinner served under the per the principal speakers being Mrs.
at Pleasant Valley Orange.
1943 Carlton bridge traffic has shown
May 3—Warren—Senior class play
sonal
supervision of Mrs. Hervey Dorothy Canfield Fisher, noted au
"She Stoops to Conquer" at Town hall a substantial gain with cash receipts
Allen, proprietor of the Copper thor. Mrs. Carlisle also spoke of
June 17—Primary Election
for March exceeding those In March,
June 24-<Republlcan National Con
Kettle, called forth many compli the Golden Jubilee celebration to be
1939, by *167.85. Toll receipts on the
vention In Philadelphia
lield at Atlantic City in 1941, and
ments. both for the deled ability of
Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge are show
urged the holding of "birthday
tlie food and the grace in service.
Stanley Heath, former manager ing a definite Increase with the
parties" prior to tliat time to swell
At the head table a large bouquet
of the Rogers barber shop on Lime- March report. Tlie March tolls
worthy funds. She cited several
of spring flowers formed the centerrock street, is employed at Messer show a gain of over $400 and with
clubs as already holding their
piece flanked on either side by
barber shop.
the coming of better weather and
"birthday parties" among them be
apple-green Maybaskets filled with
good traveling conditions the Income
ing tlie Warren Women’s Club,
candies. Slender vases of spring
Tlie Baraca Class meets Wednes with probably rise rapidly each
Burnham Literary Club. WLscasset
flowers and similar Maybaskets
day evening at 7 30 at Methodist month.
Woman's Club. Waldoboro Woman's
Capt. Frank Child* of Rockland,
Church for social evening. Jr. Ladies'
who will command the new sardine were used on the smaller tables. Club, and Winterport Woman's
Dainty place cards with delicately Club. Tlie Monday Club of BoothAid meets Thursday night at the
Sons of the American Legion were boat Edward M.
This Ls the former Great Lakes lighter Adelaide Jackson, as she ap
colored spring flowers on them bore bay Harbor, Mrs. Carlisle’s own
residence of Mrs. Charles Jlllson, much in evidence on Main street
peared tied up at Snow’s wharf. She is now on the railway for shaft In
Broadway, for a social evening.
Baraca Class of Methodlst Church a bit of wisdom from the world's club, will present a pageant In the
Saturday, cheerfully facing the chill
spection and general repairs may be made. She was recently acquired by
blasts and dust storms In order that will hold Its annual meeting Wed classic writers. Mrs. Annie Stevens, near future. {Mrs. Carlisle asked
the Maine Seaboard Paper Co.
Odd Fellows are looking forward they might sell tags and raise money nesday night at 7 30. In the church chairman of the social committee, members to watch the papers for
to that district meeting to be held for new uniforms. The Sons' drum vestry.
gave careful thought in planning dates, special broadcasts, etc.
Of the 4,757,240 men who were
In this city April 25. The committee corps played all day long, adding
all detaiLs, and the happy results
Mrs. St. Clair in closing expressed
STONINGTON
inducted into military service dur»
Vapor from the tall stacks of were a distinct credit to her.
In charge comprises O. B. Lovejoy, much pep to the occasion. Frank C.
appreciation and gratitude for the
Mr. and Mis. Sven Blouagren
ing the World War, approximately
Harry E. Wilbur. Earle C. Perry. Bridges, Jr., was high line in col the Thomaston cement plant teUs
At the head table were seated: co-operation given to her in her
Wearing the. smile that won't have bought and moved to the
2.084.000 were sent overseas.
Roy Mank and Roland Rackliffe.
lections, turning in $13.50. Oscar the passers-by that the mill Ls ngain Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair, president, two years’ service, and when Mrs
come off, Oliver It. Hamlin again Merrill Knowlton place on the
Flint, a non-member, collected $16. operating.
with Mrs. Carlisle on her right; Avery took the gavel over she In
Burnt Cove road.
heads the VJ.W.
Henry Wooster, better known to The net profit realized from the
Mrs. Alice Jameson, vice president; turn paid justified tribute to Mrs.
Mrs. Adeline Gross. David Sturthe local sporting fraternity as day's work was $74.
A special board meeting of the Mrs. Irene Walker, secretary; Mrs. St. Clair for the efficient manner
dee
and Millard Anderson were re
the
country
and
was
widely
known
"Butch" Is home from West Palm
Home for Aged Women is called for Julia Murray, treasurer; Mrs. Jane in which she had directed the club,
cent
visitors in Castine.
in
the
Department
of
Maine.
Dur

Beach, where he has been engaged
Bnai Brith held its annual in 2 30 o'cteck tomorrow afternoon at Beach, a director; Mrs. Josephine and a rising vote of thanks was
ing the World War lie told some fibs
Mrs. Estelle Noyes ls supervising
In hotel work when he wasnt stallation of officers Sunday night tlie home of Mrs E I.. Brown. Sum Rice of the Ways and Means Com tended Mrs. St. Clair.
about Ills age, and got into tlie serv the Women's Field Army's Cancer
knocking somebody out of the prize preceded by a supper Albert Kram mer street.
Present wire: Mrs Carlisle. Mrs.
mittee; Mrs. Gladys Heistad. and
ice much sooner than lie would have drive on the island this year.
ring. He looks In the pink of con er of Portland was Installing officer
Miss Margaret Stalil, of the Music Ruth Albee, Mrs. Mary Avery. Mrs. if Uncle Sam had known the truth
David D Wardwell. 64. died at Division.
dition. but injured one or his hands for these men: President, Sam
Elmer Gross and Herman Gross
Jane Beach, Miss Edith Bicknell.
about his birthday. Once a prize
quite badly during his last bout.
The business session occupied first Mrs. Maude Blodgett I past presi fighter of no mean ability he is still of Isle au Haut were in town Sat
Ravitt; vice president. Alan Qross- Ills home, 27 Fulton street, Sunday.
man; secretary. Sidney Segal; trea Services will be held there Wednes attention at the dose of the din dent), Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs a knockout when it comes to ac urday.
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Wilson leave
day afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev. J. ner. Tlie secretary s annual report Lenora Cooper. Mrs. Fern Gum
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spaulding of
surer, Benjamin Segal; monitor.
complishing real work for his be
Wednesday to attend the annual
spoke of the club dosing its 44th ming. Miss Ellen Daly (past presi loved organization or any civic en Rockland were recent guests of the
Lawrence Miller; assistant monitor. Charles MacDonald officiating.
conference In Auburn. Mrs. Edith
year. Its membership stands at 72 dent). Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Mrs. terprise in which he enlists. Huntley- Robert Spauldings at Lea Hill.
Tweedle and Mrs. Lorita Bicknell Sam Shafter; warden. Edward Gor
This Ls "Home" night at Odd Fei- active members and two honorary Ida Dondis, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood
Mrs. Ida Snow is home from
Hill Post would not listen to his "no"
are delegates. Mrs. Ruth Hling- don; trustees. Lsador Gordon. Jacob lows hall, with a program especially
(past president). Miss Annie Frost
Rockland where she passed the
members;
one
new
member
was
Smalley
and
Jack
Green.
when it sought his services for a
wood, lay leader of the church, and
dedicated to the Odd Fellows Home
added in the year, and two lost by Mrs. Angelica Glover (past presi second term as commander. He winter.
others. Including Mrs. Minnie Rog
in Auburn. A history of the Insti
dent),
Mrs.
Katherine
Haines,
Mrs
Mrs. Minerva Vennie is employed
death—Miss Annie Frye, a charter
Aladdin rubbed his magic lamp
served Overseas as despatch carrier.
ers. Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Thelma
tution. written by Charles O. Small
Gladys Heistad (honorarj- member),
at Winslow Haskells In Deer Lsle.
member
and
president
1910-1912.
In
Rockland
Saturday
night,
or
at
"As
we
are
buying
our
new
Stanley and Mrs. Austin Smith, will
will be read. Mrs. Inez Crosby of
Mrs. Rita Holden, Mrs. Alice Jame
Mr. and Mrs. Floreston Young
least so it seemed to those who en Camden, a trustee, will be one of 1928-1930; and Mrs. Theresa Cush
VF.W. home on Water street,’’
attend.
son. Mrs Adelaide Lowe, Mrs. Sarah
man Millett. Members having 100
tered Perry's Market Monday morn the speakers.
says Commander Hamlin, ”1 want to passed the weekend with relatives
Marsh, Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs.
Saturday was a sort of holiday for ing. for the store was completely
percent attendance for season were:
start the Post off right by having a In Providence.
Orissa Merritt (past president), Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Torrey have
the red wagons with five alarms transformed. Saturday night at
Mrs.
Ruth
Albee.
Mrs.
Mary
Avery,
good program so that every veteran
Monday Nighters met with Mrs.
Julia Murray. Mrs. Anna Nelson.
within 12 hours. Nominal damage closing time everything was as O B Brown. Door prizes went to Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Mrs. Lenora
and member of the Past will have moved to their summer home at
Miss Relief Nichols. MLss Cora
only resulted from the several usual. On Monday morning pass Mrs. William Hooper; other prizes Cooper. MLss Caroline Jameson and
something to do to help our cause North Deer Isle.
Perry. Mrs. Josephine Rice, Mrs
Mrs. Lillian Parker is recovering
chimney fires. A big grass Are at ers-by saw an entirely new Interior to Mrs. John Mills, Mrs. Forest Mrs. Irene Walker. Several members
I want the whole support of all
Minnie Rogers. Mrs. Clara Smith.
from Illness.
the rear of the A T. Low farm on —fixtures, walls, counters, cabinets Hatch, Mrs. Austin Huntley, Mrs. had missed but one meeting. The Mrs. Elsa Sonntag, Mrs. Man- veterans."
Shirley Berdeen has returned to
Talbot avenue was decidedly threat and all. The new floor and remain Hooper; consolation to Mrs. Cecil study of France under the direc Southard, Miss Mabel Spring, Miss
Albert J. Brickley, who served with
ening because of the high wind but ing fixtures will be in place shortly Murphy. Mrs. Huntley will enter tion of Miss Jameson proved an in Margaret Stahl. Mrs. Katheryn St. the famous 26th New England Di Cambridge where she Is emplpyed.
Tlie Seventh Grade pupils. Miss
the fire laddies acted promptly and when this amazing new market will tain next Week
spiring subject, with an outstand Clair, Mrs. Annie Stevens, Mrs. Etta vision. and who took part in five
Eleanor
Cousins teacher, gave a
major
battles,
was
elected
to
the
the report was “no damage '.
ing
guest
day
when
Mrs.
Pauline
be complete. A full description with
Stoddard. Mrs. Clara Thurston. Mrs
The new Arcade bowling alleys in Graham Talbot of Portland read Irene Walker, Mrs. Gaynell Wilson, office of senior vice commander. minstrel show at the assembly
special illustrations will be pre
Bad weather and an excess of sented as soon as the work is com Bath will hold its first annual Bernard Shaw's play "Saint Joan",
Comrade Brickley Is one of the best room Friday afternoon. Tlie pro
and Mrs. Adelle Bird.
competing attractions conspired to pleted.
workers of the Post and through his gram this week will be In charge
sweepstakes April 22, open to all A source of gratification has been
of the Eighth Orade.
keepjhe Resuscitator Carnival from
Maine bowlers. Entrance must be the success of the Junior Club
The Masonic Assembly in Cam efforts five new members have been
Mary Coombs has returned from
attaining its goal—the raising of a
taken
into
the
Post.
He
conducts
a
In
by
Saturday,
April
20.
First
prize
which Ls conducted under the spon den will be held Thursday night in
At Pleasant Valley Grange hall
Auburn where she passed a vaca
fund sufficient to buy for this city tonight. Home and Community will be 50 percent of entrance fee, sorship of the Methebesec Club
store
on
Union
street.
the form of a poverty ball
Charles Hill of South Tliomaston tion.
a sadly needed inhalator-resuscita- Welfare committees are giving re other prizes, 25, 15 and 10 percent.
Tlie treasurer’s report showed the
Mrs. A. B Leach, who has been
tor. Nevertheless a goodly portion ports of activities, in their granges, Entrance fee Is $5. plus ten strings club In sound financial standing at
was
elected to the office of junior
A meeting of the Knox County
of the necessary money was raised and projects which they expect to $1.25. A njanagement prize will be the close ol its season. Contributions 1 Nurses' Alumnae Association will be vice commander, and hLs record for visiting the Harvey Candages, has
and the committee plans to order accomplish or start this year. Miss given for high single.
have been made to these worthy held Wednesday night at 7.15, in Overseas service Is outstanding. returned to Bluehill.
Comrade Hill enlisted in the fight
the machine and raise the balance Esther Dunham, Knox and Lincauses during the year—the Good the Bok Home for Nurses.
A postcard bearing tlie pastmark
ing 54th Marines and that famous Department Commander William
by popular subscription Breaking! coin County home demonstration
Samaritan Home at Bangor. Good
all precedent, this committee did not j agent, will toe the sjieakcr, thus of Houston, Texas, and the signa will Farm at Hinckley. New Eng
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary company with tlie Cth Marines held Martin of Biddeford; Mayor Ladd
solicit one penny or a single article | bringing the Farm Bureau and ture of Homer F. Robinson, pictures land Council. Rockland Public Li- will meet Wednesday night at Uie the Germans in Belleau Woods from of Oardlner, Mayor Veazie of Rock
EASY TERMS
from local merchants. All prizes Grange in a closer relationship. the "Petroglyphs” graven on "News brary. Home for Aged Women. Knox Legion hall. Supper will be served taking Paris until relieved by other land, and leaders Of other patriotic
paper
Rock"
by
prehistoric
inliabl-,
bodies.
Music
will
be
furnished
by
etc., were bought locally. Saturday Mrs. Mary Nash of Camden. Po
Mrs. Minnie troops. Hills Ls the only marme In
• SUPER-SIZI CHASSIS
General Hospital. Parent-Teacher under direction of
the Post and Ls also a great credit. the Wessaweskeag Hot Shots of
night's door prize, an electric toast mona chairman, of H C W. will tants of the area now contained Association for Milk Fund, purchase SmiUi and Mrs. Myfa Walls.
• Bigger Built-in Loop Antenna
Andrew W. Boynton ot Rockland South Thomaston.
er, was won by Mrs. Jacobson; tlie give a talk; also, on the program, within the boundaries of the Pet- of Health Bond. Educational Ioan
rifleld Forest National Monument In
Veterans
and
the
public
arc
in

was
elected
chaplain.
Comrade
• Wider-Range Speaker
dishes by Mrs. George Sleeper; the will be two one act plays, a solo by
Beginning tonight -revival meet
northeastern Arizona. Last week Fund of tlie Slate Federation. Mrs.
Boynton Ls a charter member of vited to attend this installation at
ham by Dr Neil A Fogg and the Myron Young, and current events
ings
will
be
conducted
at
tlie
Pen

o "Miracle Tone Chamber"
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson vLslted Boul Ida Dondis reported results of a
Huntley-Hill Post and a worker 37 Water street. April 14, at 2 p. m.
cake to ex-Mayor Leforcst A. by Raymond Andersen. Tlie open
card party and a good sale as ac tecostal Mission, 58 South Main
der Dam and the Grand Canyon.
No Outside Wirei
from the day the Post was organ
ing song In the Patron Ls No 93 and
Thurston.
tivities of the ways and means com street, every night at 720, except
The Aleuts, native race of the
—Just Plug
ized.
Boynton
served
on
tlie
battle

closing Is No. 12.
Monday.
Evangelist
Harold
B.
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary met mittee. Mrs. Minnie Rogers speak
Aleutian islands, number nbovt
1940 la a "Campaign Year."
Beano party at G A R. hall Thurs
last night. It was voted to send a ing for the benevolence committee 5 Francis of Missouri, will be Uie ship Georgia in tlie Atlantic fleet,
You want the clearbtt recap3(00 persons.
and
saw
plenty
ofaction
and
sea
BORN
speaker.
Everybody
welcome.
day at 2 p. m. by Edwin Libby Re
reprcfentatlve, Mrs. Mary Dins gave a splendid report of the good
w
tion poeatbla ol EVERYTHING
duty; he enlisted in the Naval Mi
Bowser At Knox Hospital. April 6
lief Corps—adv.
on the air—and here la TOPto Mr and Mrs. Gordon Bowser a eon more, to the conlcrence at Ba Ur, work done by her group, in the
Benefit beano Spears hall Wed NOTCH perlormance In a grand new
litia at Rockland before tlie war.
-Gerald Ellis
Thursday to meet the National Vice care of a High School girl, dona
Lermond-At Knox Hospital. April 6
Vernon O. Giles was appointed to nesday night for widow and 10 EMERSON at an unbelievably LOW
to Mr and Mrs John Lermond of North President cf Uie American Legion tions of clothing, etc., to the City
v
the
office of adjutant. Comrade children; 24 games 25 cents, three PRICE!
Haven, a daughter—Jane' Isabel
i Auxiliary and to receive the Na Farm, distribution of Christmas
Doubled Senzifivily • - • Grand Tone . • •
Pert At Bath. March 28. to Mr and
cards.—adv.
Giles
was
with
the
famous
26th
Di

43
’
lt
MAINE
’
S
LITTLE
RADIO
CITY
Mrs Victor Peri. (Alice Hupper), a tional President's citation for mem gifts to needy children, as well as
and everything about it expieielng
daughter Andrea Rose
vision, where he saw plenty of ac
TEL. WALDOBORO IM
SUPER QUALITY. Come in ... SEE
bership, which will be given at this articles of clothing during the year
tion. He has been the Post quar
IT, HEAR IT and you'll BUY YTl
meeting. After Uie meeting a nice and taking cheer into many homes
Beginning Saturday. March 30.
MARRIED
termaster for four years, giving a
•
and on all subsequent Saturdays
Melvln-Moulalson
At Rockland. lunch was served by the hostesses, where needed. Mrs. Laura Maxey
there will be
There It or Imerien far Every Perpeta
| April 8. Zenas W Melvin and Miss M
very'
faithful
service.
„
..
.
and
Oac
Date
Prevea
II
TWO EVENING SHOWS
Mrs. Minnie Smith and Mrs. Edna reported for the hospitality com
i Joan Moulalaon. both of Rockland
*■* °*
PlMMdl UHtot lltlU
and Every P«r»e, from $9.91 fe $99.91
The first at 7 the second at 9
Laurence Hamlin was elected uilL
By Rev Fr John Cummlnga
blwa ublM taut bUaa i«i um finm ind »ort
Harvey.
Regular Weekday and Sunday
cuwolau nllaf ,<m hire tinwluxid wnd buuli
mittee,
and
noted
that
two
mem

quartermaster,
the
most
imixirlant
buk
to
at
and
fit
nol'BLB
MONET
BACK.
Tkli
LEGION HALL
Evenings at 8 o'clock
Bill-mil tiblit bilpi (hi itnmirta dl(mt food.
DIED
bers are patients at Knox Hospital
Matinee Saturday at 230
office in the Post. Hamlin served >aa is» u,«i uJaarh 8ui<u Umiai'uiiiu
Expert tree surgery service; fruit
Sunday at 3 p m.
'
Wardwell
At
Rockland.
April
7
—Mrs. Orace Rollins »nd Miss Caro
7.30 O’CLOCK
in
tlie
navy
where
he
saw
plenty
of
",
TEL. 721
; David D Wardwell. aged 64 years Fu- trees, shade trees.
Albert Quinn
| neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
line Stanley, and suggested that
442 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
service and action. Being wounded ’wTIu wS^cbt oN«*boJia’'3 a"'
TUESDAY
ONLY
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
Tel.
741
-W.
State
License.
43*45
residence
lr nuu. Ma mnebm
members send cards or letters or
he was for a long time in naval hosWade At Waldoboro. April 8 Mary
JOHN GARFIELD
37Ttf E. widow of Capt Millard F Wade,
make personal calls on them. It was
j pitals. A very good Post worker and
aged 73 years. Funeral Wednesday at
Rummage sale Saturday, April 13
ANN SHERIDAN
2 o'clock from residence.
voted to study China for the season
past commander.
at
the
Universalist
Church.
43-44
PAT
O
’
BRIEN
Cochrane — A: Rockland. April 7,
of 1940-41. and "News Is My Job"
Daniel Noonan was elected Post
Timothy Cochrane, aged 72 years. Senin
Ices at the Russell funeral home today
was suggested as delightful pre
advocate; lie served with the 26th
at 10 a m
liminary reading.
“CASTLE ON
Weed—At Camden, April 8. Clara C.
! Division. The Purple Heart was
NEW and USED
Weed, aged 85 years. 8 months. 16 days
DANCING
Among announcements was the
awarded Noonan for being wounded
THE HUDSON”
Many Sizes—', II. P. to 500 II. P. Services at 21 Knowlton street Thurs
day at 2 p m In;crment at Lakeview
annual Bowdoin Art Day under the with a supporting east Including 1 in action. A past Post commander.
In Stork
Every Wed.
cemetery. Union.
direction of the State Federation?
Fred O Wooster of Camden was
BURGESS MEREDITH
AT
Harvey Distributing Co.
IN MEMORIAM
' elected surgeon. Comrade Wooster
to be held May 22. Those planning
GARDINER, ME. TEL. 262-W
A
picture
which
takes
its
theme
In memory of my beloved mother
GLEN
to attend are asked to notify Mrs. from Warden Lewis E. Lawes' Ls a Spanish War veteran, having
“Crocker-Wheeler" District
Alice A Barter, who passed iwav April
9th. 1931.
COVE
Agents
seen servlcp in Cuba.
Edith Pratt Brown. Clinton. Mrs. book ”20000 Years in Sing Sing."
Though death may claim our loved
42-52
Muaic By
St. Clair paid glowing tribute to the
These officers were appointed by
ones the memory of their presence shall
WED.-THURS., APRIL 10-11
be as a golden cord across the Inter
I
Commander
Hamlin: Officer of the
splendid
work
done
by
Miss
Jame

vening years.
•
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES son as program chairman and a
CHARLES LAUGHTON
Rose B. Hupper
Day, George Leonard, served in the
MISS VIVIEN LEIGH
regular Navy, sailed the seven seas
general regret was expressed that
FRANCIS I. TILLSON
IN MEMORIAM
DOOR PRIZE
in
and took part in many sea battles
97Ttf Miss Jameson was unable to be pres
IN MEMORY OF OUR MOTHER
Carpenter and Builder
with submarines Is Post Bugler and
“
SIDEWALKS
ent
and
participate
in
the
success
It was Just a year ago today.
God took her away
chairman of the Drum Corps.
she had achieved. Mrs. Elsa Sonn
18 MEADOW RD, THOMASTON WeThat
OF LONDON”
know she ls waiting lor us.
Sentinel. Harry Creamer. Waldo
tag as chairman of the nominating
With all her patience and kindness.
PHONE 45-4
with REX UARRLSON
boro; Patriotic Instructor, Austin
41Th-Stf Tears will not erase the memories
committee, presented this slate cf
Of days with Mother so bright
Attached Collars
Brewer, Rockland; Post Historian,
officers whrih were elected:
But smiles will hide the heartaches.
John Freeman. Rockland; Sergeant
Of sad and lonely nights.
President, Mrs. Mary Avery; vice
Values $ 1.50, $ 1.65, $2.00
Major, Nathan Berliawsky, Rock
Some day we all shall meet again,
president. Mrs. Alice Jameson; sec
EXPERT
Upon that far off shore.
land; Quartermaster Sergeant, John
retary. 'Mrs. Irene Walker; treasurer,
And united, we shall be
SIZES:
A happy family once more
Kennedy. Oamden; Post Legislative
Mrs. Julia Murray; directors. Miss
7 size 14; 3 size 14!»; 6 size 15; 4 size 15!i; 18 size 16, 16 size 16! z
By Freeland Staples
Officer, Fred O. J. Horne, Belfast;
Caroline Jameson and Mrs. Rutn
Charles E. Staples, Mr and Mrs.
18 size 17; 2 size 17' 2
Color Bearers, William Stamp,
Arthur L Williams Mr and Mrs Her
Ellingwood; auditor. Mrs. Katheryn
ALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
bert J. Staples, Mr und Mrs. Charles
Ambulance Service
South Thomaston, and John Wil
St. Clair.
FUNERAL HOME
W Staples. Freeland E Staples and
Anna I). Staples.
liams, Rockland.
Mrs. Avery in charge of the pro
Ambulance Service
These officers will be installed
gram in the absence of MLss Jameson
CARD OF THANKS
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
Sunday,
April 14, with Leroy P.
had as opening feature a group cf
Although my stay at Knox Hospital
RICHARD E. SINCLAIR
was of ahort duration. I wish to ex
S90, 791-1 ar 781-11
FUNERAL HOME
French-Canadian folksongs sung by 69 NO. MAIN ST. ROCKLAND Smith of Togus as installing officer.
416 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 294
press my thanks and appreciation to
the nurses and Dr Ellingwood for
Following tlie installation there will
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
Mrs. Heistad. accompanied by Miss
119-119 LIMEROCK street
TEL.
440
their many acts of kindness and to
ROCKLAND. ME.
be speaking by Hon Sunnier Sowall
ROCKLAND, ME.
Stahl. Mrs. Heistad's songs taken
relatives and friends for flowers, cards
ll’lt
99-tf
110-tf magazines, etc.
of Bath, Leroy P. Smith of Togus,
from
the
collection
made
by
J.
MurOrace Kellar Robbins

TALK OF THE TOWN
,'/* *

. Knows The Ropes

It’s Hamlin Again

Methebesec Club

SHE'S A QUEER LOOKING CRAFT J

NCW’BIGGER!
BETTER'

A

BEANO

In!

WALDO THEATRE

TONIGHT

House-Sherman, Inc.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Special SALE

WHITE SHIRTS

98c

BURPEE’S

RADIO SERVICE
RADIOS

GREGORY’S

WHERE REPUBLICANS STAND

Every-Other-Day
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JIMMY AND DICK AGAIN

Party Platform Adopted At Portland
Model Of Conciseness and Meaning

With The Granges
There is always interest in the
"old timers" of any organization;
consequently, many will be glad to
read of the continued good health
and activity of the two oldest
Grange members in the United
States who are still "going strong."
These are Jay Levi Terry. 102 years
old. who lives in Jamestown, N. Y.,
,
.
. „ .
and Charles H. George of South
Paris, Maine, who looks forward to
next September when he will pass
his 106th birthday. Both men retain remarkably well their interest
in Orange affairs and attend its
meetings Whenever possible.

Warren Womans Club
Ha* President of Maine
Federation of Women’s
Clubs As Special Guest
Mrs. Bva Cates Mason of DoverFoxcroft, President of the Maine
Federation of Womens Clubs was

Senter Crane Com^anj

*cner

The Re publics’'s of Mai le lr con- , the American tradition of abunspecial guest Thursday night at the
vention assembled, adopted the fol- dance, without regimentation. The
meetln« of the Warren Womans
lowing statement of principles up- State can best serve this industry |
Club, and in a talk presented these
on which they ask the support of by a continuation of the services
, constructive suggestions to Uie
the electorate of Maine in the com now being conducted by the State j
, local club: First, to learn singing
Department of Agriculture.
ing election.
XI. We favor appropriation for
I. We believe the so called New
the Star-Spangled Banner; that
Deal experiment has run the limit maintenance and extension of our |
each president serve two years in
of its unsuccessful course, because: educational system, including vocathat capacity for better service the
1. The economic ills it sought to J tional education and the equalizaOne of Uie “hot spots" in Grange second year, and that the club pay
cure are still with us. some in multi tion of opportunities.
organization the past few months the expenses of sending Uie local
XII. We believe the industries of
ple form and extent.
1 is Beadle county in South Dakota, president to the annual meeting,
2. It is increasing the burden of Maine should not be compelled to
where several tiew subordinate units June 26, 27. 28. of the Maine Fed
public debt in ever mounting bil compete with the products of foreign
have been instituted, and the farm eration at Belgrade Lakes.
seas. soil, and manufacture. We con
lions.
ers of that locality are responding
She also recommended the taking
3. It has continued an unbalanced demn trade agreements entered into
enthusiastically to the Grange ap- of the Federation News in order to
national budget, created labor diffl-1 by the Executive Department of the
, peal. Tliis is all new South Dakota keep posted on events and doings
culties without precedent, destroyed ; Federal Governmeent without ap- i
territory and Uie organization work of Uie Federation. In conclusion
business enterprise, curtailed per-1 proval by the Senate, which are af- JI
| is being done by National Deputy she told of her winter visit to the
sonal liberties, and by federal in- j fecting adversely the interests of our
Wilej’ Kerns, who has an enviable nation's capital. Mrs. Phillip Sim
terference and coercion is under- I lumbermen, farmers, fishermen and
record for the institution of new mons, president of the Warren
mining the Sovereignty of the manufactuers. and all of our cltlGrange units in several states.
Club, and in behalf of the club,
• • • •
States, and if continued eventually zens engaged in these industries,
presented Mrs. Mason with a beau
will destroy it.
j XIU. We believe in the right of
A New Hampshire Grange gate tiful figurine. Called upon, Mrs.
II. We heartily endorse the efforts labor to organize and bargain colkeeper for 37 years continuously Mason explained the Educational
of the Republican Party to remedy lectively through representatives of
holds one of the fraternal records Loan Fund of the Maine Federa
tion. Mrs Edwin Gammon was
these evils, to observe the constitu-1 its own choosing, and favor the
in the Granite State.
accepted
into membership. Nom
tional separation of the powers of creation of a state commission to
• • • •
inating committee for the annual1
government, protect the Sovereignty supervise the relations between em
More Uian 110.000 Grange officers meeting in May includes Mrs.
it the States, and to respect the Bill plo.ver and employe with equal re. have been installed to official sta S. A. Watte. Mrs. Willis R Vinal
of Rights, which is the only safe gard to the best interests of both,
Inlo town or oul to lhe country , . for there s
tions within the past few weeks.
and Mrs. Robert Walker.
Mrs
guard of our personal liberties.
and of the public. We advocate the
more day in day out wear in these chiffons than
• • • •
Maude Clark Gay was voted the
TH. We advocate an American for establishment of arbitration pro
Many
new
Granges
organized
in
outstanding
club
woman
in
the
you’d expect Extra reinforcements practically
eign policy which will keep us out ceedings of a public nature prior
iMMlf- A DICK
Wyoming he past year indicate the State.
of war with honor to our nation. to recourse either to strike by em
/ invisible do the trick
and a lace tep enhances
institution of the Wyoming State
Gifts at the kitchen shower for
Tire achievement of honorable ployes or to lock-out by emoloyers.^
Grange in the near future.
the club included a dish pan, a tea
safety to this nation always should
its personal daintiness
XIV. We believe that, in all re
NOVCkjYv
kettle, dish towels and cloths a dish
be placed before glory for those who spects women should have the same
One subordinate Grange in Maine ln0P- tea cups and saucers, and
are seeking to assume a role in in rights and privileges under the laws
is located on an island—almost a $2.80 was taken for the spoon col
ternational affairs by’ the use of un as have men.
Coming to Rockland Community show will be Two Gun Atwood and case of "swim or fly” when other lection. During the program hour
w
official agents. Adequate defense
XV. We favor measures to de
,
,
.
...
j
Building
April 19 will be the return that fine baritone singer. Bill Elliot, members wish to go visiting there! the Nevin program was presented, NEW HARBOR
against possible aggression is a safe velop marine transportation to and
f
Mrs.
Fred
Duplisey.
Mrs.
Edward
4
engagement of those favorites of the Singing Cop. He can be heard
with Mrs. Dana Smith the leader
• • • •
guard of peace.
from our ports and along our coast;
of a splendid paper on the Ufe of Olflord and E H Glfford motored
WFEI
Jimmy
and
Dick.
A
special
over
station
WEEI
at
6.15
p.
m.
TV. We again commend the ad we especially advocate an increased
The Grange in Pennsylvania is
Two Gun Atwood is a big jolly conducting this years its state-wide Ethelbert Nevin. prepared by Miss t0 FrlPndshlP Sunday.
(’HRIST1AN couple wanted with small
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Schools began Monday.
several days last week of his par
work
' Midland Park. N. U„ after visiting
Grind meat and pickle together ents. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall.
Most of us have an unquench- shouldn't you work in a cheerful
It looks like spring along the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. Barnes has arrived from Forest Davis.
shore front, as the fishermen are 'Ralph Wiggin and I were in Moss • Savanliah Ga where she spent Ule | Mlss Barbara Thompson of Wei- able urge to "do something'' about ■ setting? Herbs in little pots should finely. Add salt pepper and melted
Miss Miu-iel Robbins and friend
Blend thoroughly and of Portland were guests recently of
repairing the boats for the season's Brothers' large department store at winter with her daughter, and has lesley, Mass., is guest of her parents the house when April rolls around. 6r°w along your kitchen window butter.
pack firmly inlo a pan lined with Mr. and Mrs, Maynard Brown.
If re-furbishing and re-decorating jsil1 or 8<™niums if you prefer.
fishing.
Tampa Tuesday with the women opened Iter bungalow for the sum- Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Thompson,
waxed paper. Keep overnight In
Visitors Sunday at the home of
aren't
possible,
concentrate
on
Ute
s
»
turate
*
s
P°
n
«
e
'
s
P
rlnkle
11
with
refrl!rerator
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis have re folks and we came across the Black 'mer Her son Wcbb accompanied ! Ralph Simmons spent a few days
email
is.i
h.m Karma
parsley seed, keep it wet and have refrigerator,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl were
turned from a trip to Ellsworth, Au Cat that I'm sending you under !her far as PhiladelPbia. where
small touches that can yield happiwindow ledge supply of Combination Fruit Plate
in Portland the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sprowl and son,
ppy
, Pcur thin wedges
gusta and vicinity.
met his father's ship, and shipped
Clarence Dorman and family and ness out of all proportion to their •
sweet red- and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sprowl
separate cover. When we saw this wjth him
Miss Olive Bragg of Rockland were S b°orihe
Mrs. Oscar Waterman and son
Wh° PreSldCS °Ver i Bright ' aluminum soup ladles. ak-ned apple. 4 half slices peeled and son of Burlington, Vt
Stanley who have been guests of our thoughts went back to our home ’ Miss Orpha Kilieran, R. N of In town Sunday and assisted in the
Fnr instance ninide «. th
I either used as they are or enameled iorange- 1 riPe Meloripe banana,
Miss Olive Qushee has been
relatives in town have returned to paper and we want you to accept Lewiston six-nt the weekend at her church musical program.
For instance, plaids are the spring
angles slloedgreens, 2 or 3 berries, spending Easter vacation at her
rage
and
how
about
plaid
gingham
and
h™
1
bent
at
right
angtes
]d
applp
lengthwise
Howard Lowell of Hartford spent
it as our compliments. We got in home.
North Haven.
m.rtoie. fm. emm
to the handle can be hung on the
unpeeiea appie ienginwi.se home. She returns to Gorham
Wedfl<*
* P"1"' Normal School on Tuesday.
Calvin Vinal. I G Calderwood the elevator, and Just as it was [ The usual spring traveling is ln last weekend with his parents Capt. £££ ™ un a fl,^^XtTanron, *«»• tt,e b°Wl filled Wlth PebbleS 1 ‘nU>
and Mrs. Harry Lowell.
and A. E. Libby delegates to the Re about to start we saw Mr. and Mrs. order in many places throughout
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge
Herbert Stimpson has arrived
publican Convention in Portland re Kelley Crie who had come up from the town, but nothing to what it
Of course, if you halves. Arrange 3 rows of fruit, Circle was entertained at Its last
fores
are
the
new
note
tn
bead'
!
P
hilodendn
^
1
Sarasota 'Freeman Youngs town (.'was in the early years when at home after spending four weeks at
turned Saturday.
have the old copper or brats soup side by side, on a salad plate, using meeting by Mrs. Cassie Paul and
Matinicus Rock Light Station.
clothes, play suits, and there are
Both
Kelley
and
Mrs.
Crie
were
times
it
was
almost
impossible
to
[ ladles you'll promote them to the Sliced banana for the two outside Miss Agnes Robbins. There was a
Herbert Conway returned Satur
Hiram Cook is a patient at Knox even ruffled pinafore evening gowns
looking
fine
and
said
they
didn't
reach
seme
place,
wltlh
horses
or
I living room to hang at either side rows. For one end of the center I practice meeting of the degree
day from a visit with relatives in
How about pinafore effects in
know when they would be heading j even by foot. Much money has HosPita!
j of an old mirror to hold Ivy, or . . . row, use the four apple wedges, staff in the afternoon.
Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Sherman Benner spent housework garb if you have the
i North, and as It was geting hot j been expended and our roads as a
I as we saw them ln a summer home placed so they overlap with the red
Ruth Lyford has returned from
they seemed to like it. Mr. and general thing are as good as are Monday with Mrs. Maurice Thomp figure for it?) Plaid and checked i| at York Harbor last summer, to skin toward the outside. Use the
Portland where she was guest of Mrs. Wiggin left yesterday from' found in any of the surrounding son In Martinsville.
gingham slip covers and dressing | hold candles ... a very diflerent 4 orange- slices for the other end of FRIENDSHIP
Capt. and Mrs P W. Lawry of
Visitors Sunday at the home of table skirts are another new note.
relatives.
Safety Harbor and will be 10 days* towns, even now. while the frost is
pair of sconces, iA brad or nail the center row, placed so they over South Portland visited Mr. and Mrs.
|
Mr.
aaid
Mrs.
Sherman
Benner
Getting back to Uie kitchen, you
Mrs. Rebecca Arey who passed the j or two weeks on tiie road as they' coming out of the ground,
through the bowl makes an up lap with the curved side toward J. R Simmons Friday
winter months with Mrs. Jennie pjan (0 stop places. The Buffams! Assessors are working at town | were Mr. and Mrs. Weston Thomp could buy extra sets of dish towels right point to which the candle can tiie outside. Oamish the center
Mrs E. L. Burns of Warren was
son and daughters Pauline, Muriel and make kitchen aprons from
with greens and berries. Serve with
Ewell has returned to her home on who are here at Clearwater are' hall after making a survey cf the
be fastened.'
also a visitor of Mr. and Mrs. J. R
and
Mary,
Mrs.
Frank
Thompson
them.
Have
you
a
small
copper
or
School street.
'leaving the 11th and will travel property in town. They report 50
Any discarded wire bird cages in Caln's Mayonnaise.
Simmons Sunday.
Mildred Brinkworth has returned I slowly. The Birds. Mr. and Mrs transfers of property during the of New Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis brass tea kettle you could hang in your attic? We saw them in New
MENU
The clam factory is doing a good
.Benner and Virginia Thompson of a window filled with ivy or trailing
Breakfast
from a visit in Portland.
[Raymond, left yesterday from In- past year.
York, enameled white and filled
business and have plenty of clams
| Friendship.
greenery? Colorful fruit, vegetable j
with little pots of ivy and trailing
Mr and Mrs. Vinal Hopkins who dian Rocks together with the [ H. L. Kilieran was a business vlslOcean Spray Cranberry
Superintendent Granville
Brow
Mrs. Donald Wilson is spending or flower prints cut from maga
' greenery to hang on the porch or
passed the winter at the Calderwood Orirt s. They plan to go direct and tor in Skowhegan Monday,
states that he expects to can clams
Juice Cocktail
a few days in Rockland.
zines
or
wallpaper,
pasted
to
cup

apartment on East Boston road, should arrive home Saturday. Theyj william Hall is In ill health, reln a sunny window.
Cornflakes and Cream
up to about May 15 if the weather
Mrs. Arleen Morris has moved to board doors, ln a frieze around the !
have returned to their summer will br l®klhg some of the South ^jying niedical attention from Dr. Clarence Davis cottage on Pleasant room or pasted to small tin trays | Josie's Sweet Potato Pie
French Toast, and Honey
permits.
home at the North Shore.
j with them as Cy Grant has pictures Weisman, Rockland.
Coffee
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Carter were
street.
Shellacked and used to hang on the i Two cups mashed sweet potatoes,
of about everything, including the
Lnncli
visitors Of Mrs Milton Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Melquist wall make a kitchen so very gay. j 1 cip sugar, *» cup Land O' Lakes
Capt. and Mrs. Byron MacDonald
By the death of Mrs. Martha RobBok Tower, ball players and the
South Waldoboro Sunday.
■Meloripc Fruit Plate
a few
Better Homes and Gardens for Butter, 2‘- cups heated milk, 3 egg .
left Thursday for Camden.
.,
,
„ . . . _
. ,
inson, widow ot the late Omond and son Harry
. are- spending
------ - --------Rev. Victor Osborn is holding
Toasted
English
Muffins
ThursPa
P
n
"
n,u
e
•
aco
eimer
Bojjjnson,
this
town
loses
another
days
with
Mrs.
Melquist's
parents,
April
suggests
sets
of
fancy
tin
[dash
of
nutmeg
and
cassia,
2
tableKaus-we-lik-it Club met
Chocolate Cookies
regular meetings at South Waldo
andI George Carr are leaving jthis of iu former inhabitants, as she Capt. and Mrs. H B Lowell
molds. the small ones fastened in a spoons lemon juice.
day with Lucy Skoog.
morning via New Orleans. They
boro every Sunday at 3 30 p. m. ln
Tetley Tea
Miss Emily Morris of Long Cove border around your kitchen win- j Boll potatoes, mash and put
and her husband lived here many
Miss Muriel Chilles entertained
will make a stay at New Orleans for years. She leaves two daughters, was a caller Wednesday on Mrs.
Dinner
the Baptist Church.
dow,
or
use
cookie
cutters
with
figthrough
strainer.
Add
iemon
Juice
the Mother and Daughter Club Priabout two weeks and expect to ar-^. HatUe Shoa,s>
whom
‘
Refrigerator
Meat
Loaf
Ada Brennen.
ures of gingerbread boys, animals, and sugar. Beat eggs, add milk to
^The Red Men worked the Chiefs!
S“ h°™^nt her last days, of Thomaston,
Creamed Potatoes
The members of the Advent etc., enameled and arranged in a eggs and then add to first mixture,
Baked Onions
degree on candidates Friday night.:,ord
arobnd Ma> *•
Cora and Mrs. Emma Pendleton of Bos- Christian Church met at the home pattern for kitchen wall decoration Add spices and last stir in the meltand George Hall will be leaving ton a
a few years before of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis Tues Don't forget a hanging bcok case , ed butter. Bake m one crust with
•Kemp's Tomato Muffins
Lunch was served after the cere
•Sweet Potato Pie
around the 20th from Safety Har- she moved from llere j^.,. Robin- day and gave a surprise party to for your kitchen, painted in your lattice top, half an hour In a hoc
monies.
.
bor and will follow the Gulf to New con h manv friende
»» Rev. and Mrs. Benjamin White. brightest accessory color.
Coffee
Then oven Brush crust with milk before
Elmer Coombs has returned from
,
.
... ’ on nad mani fnends here, who cxWithout Calomel-Ami YtoTl Jim, Out e(
Recipes given.
Miami Fla
Orleans and from there they will tend sympathy to the bereaved A pleasant evening was passed. slipcover your old cookbooks in baking.
Bed in the Morning Rarin* to Go
iipad north.
i
Rev. Mr White was recipient of a bright oilcloth and arrange them in [ Kemp's Tumalo Muffins
THe liver ohouM pour out two pinto of
Phyllis Alley Is home from FarmIt ls
lhat wc may g0 along ' 2*
i' .
(hWi)11
i liquid bile into your bowels doily. If thio
bile in not flowing freely, your food may
lngton Normal School for a short ,„llU
,v„
„„ frnnl
Por a short time the Friendship gift of money. Ice Cream and the book shelf with a few pieces of I One-fourth cup Land O Lakes
with them. We will plan to go from
not rilgeftt. It may Junt decay In the bowela.
C. F. WILLIAMS & CO. Goa
bright copper or colored glass or Butter. 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 egg.
stage,
which delivers mail in this cake were served.
bloats up your atomach. You get conatJ vacation.
New Orleans through the Great
pated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Cushman
pottery for another cheery touch. 1 cun Kemp's Tomato Juice, 2 cups
Edith Nickerson and Edith Vinal, Smoky Mounlalns jn Tennessee a„d ewn- ba» not thought >t wwc to go
look* punk.
It take* those food, old Carter's IJtde
There's no excuse for a gloomy flcur. 1 tablespoon baking powder,
returned Saturday from Rockland. I tbrough thc Shenandoah Valley and
^ut Xer^ n
° were In Thomaston recently to at
Liver Tills to get these two pints of bile
tend the funeral of J
Cushman's kitchen we insist, the price of l teaspoon salt.
flowing
freely to make you fee, "up and
Ixruise Libby returned 9a,urt*> lSky Une thdve and to Washington.!
all to
up* A matint In makinf bile flow freely.
EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
brother.
bright cottons, figured oilcloth and ' Cream butter and sugar; add egg,
from
Wollaston
where
she
,
.
1
T-L.
t
I
ic
Sea\<\
i>
box.
uhere
the
laAsk
for
Carter's
Little Liver nils hv name.
from Wollaston. Mass where she.
arrlrtng holnf .round
Qf that
don
41Th89 lOf and 2&f. Stubbornly
refuse any thiag eloa.
paint being what it is.
Why; tomato juice and dry ingredients
passed the Easter vacation with her the 5th of May. 1 .saw Bert Blais- and coaU and
R
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Oazette
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. dell yesterday at the beach. Bert
, up for all those who live below there.
Libby
Is carrying quite a 'bum' , and says goJng tQ each individua, houfie wjUl
The Round-A-Bout Club met he feels fine and expects to remain their donatlon of Unclf gam.s
...apure white
Wednesday witli Bessie Ames.
for some time so as to get some of White winged messengers or parcel,
The Antique Club met Monday
the hot sunshine.
| which ever it chances to be, and
ODORLESS*
with Josephine MacDonald.
It is getting hot here and the th0;e wht> are m Qr £<x> busy tQ
cream which SAFELY
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh has re foliage Is coming out very rapidly follow £Ult appreciate the efforts
turned from a visit with relatives and some of the flowers are very! of lhcsp who ln tWs way do {hclr
REMOVES HAIR
ln Portland and Rockport.
beautiful. The orange blossoms are bit to help u>e caujj(, along and
Mrs Warren Billings was hostess in full bloom and the fragrance is keep up the neighborly spirit,
to the Weary Club at her home wonderful.
Thursday. A quilt was tied.
Bill Sansom
NORTH HAVEN
“Old April' the fish hawk who
Phyllis Waterman returned home
makes its annual appearance on a
Saturday after spending the Easter
tall poll near the Lowe residence CRIEHAVEN
Saturday morning two ruby vacation with her sister Clara in
arrived April 3, his usual date for
crowned kinglets appeared, the first Swampscott. Mass.
many years.
small birds seen in the bird tree
Katherine Duncan has returned
Miss Margaret Kinley, has re
since last fall. A year ago this tree home after spending a few days on
turned from Livermore Falls where
was a feasting place all winter for the mainiand
she passed the Easter vacation.
1. A fragrant white cream with
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and flocks of Junco, purple finch, tree , Schooner William Jewell, Capt.
out any bad odor.*
sparrow, cross bill and a few others 5 Miuhen has recently discharged
daughter Lois Marie will leave Wed
2.
Painless . . . not messy. . .
which could not be identified.
two loads of wood from Belfast for
nesday for Auburn to attend the
quick to use. As simple to re
Aleen Wilson has returned to C. E. Waterman Co.
move as cold cream.
Maine Annual Conference of the
[school after spending spring vaca
3. Economical because you use so
Mr and Mrs. Sanford Cooper
Methodist Churches at High Street
very little each time.
tion with her parents Mr and Mrs. who reside in Camden during the
Methodist Church.
4. Does not irritate healthy normal
Letfind Wilson.
winter
months
but
have
been
life
Leroy Coombs has returned from
skin.
Mrs. Varney. Red Cross nurse, in- long residents of this town will ob
5. Removes hair close to skin, leav
a business trip to Boston.
1 spected the schools last Tuesday.
ing skin soft, smooth, clean and
John Morton returned Wednes I Ralph Wilson and Arthur Davis serve the 70th anniversary of their
fragrant.
marriage
April
11.
TTie
best
wishes
day from Rockland.
have returned after spending the of the entire community go out to
Mrs. Maynard Smith and Miss I
1 winter with their families in Rock these fine North Haven people. They
Gloria Skoog returned Saturday j
a tube
port and Port Clyde.
are living in Camden at the present
from their Easter vacation which
At store* which Mil toilet goods
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crie arc en time.
they passed in Bangor and Brewer.
route here trom Richland Center.
ladles of the G A.R. met Friday
Wis.
night. The ceremonies were pre
Mr. and Mrs. W T. Barter expect
ceded by a supper served at 5.30 byto arrive the middle of this month.
Eva C. Smith. Gertrude Hall. Edith
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson ar
Newbert. Ora Ingerson.
rived last week.
The Night Hawks will meet
Miss Vera Guptill and Norma
Thursday with Miss Dorothy Bill
Blour are visiting relatives in Rock
,<*
ings.
land and Ash Point.
Mrs. Rexford. Anderson and
SOUTH WARREN
children Diana and Sally spent a
M. P. Ome is assisting Charles few days recently with Mrs. Letitia
Young in building the alewlvc weir. Prior in Loudville.
ft*
Belle Barrett a student at
Miss Shirley Teel spent the past
Presque Isle Normal Sciiool has week with Mr and Mrs. Guy Simp
$• of electric appliancen add "Hnw little wa pay for the all around advan “Than, taa, we're ahead of the parade in
been spending a week's vacation at son.
only moderately to our electric bill, in return tages electricity affords — from clean, cool, per
comfort, convenience and style. We know
the home of her parents. Mr and ! Miss Margaret Crouse is visiting
feet cooking to all-star radio entertainment. It
for
ail
the
pleasure,
convenience
and
iaborthe electric way is the coming way, and we
Mrs. D. E. Barrett.
relatives in Portland and Port Clyde
does our laundry and cleaning, heats water and
aaring it brings. That's because the rate steps
enjoy it today — inexpensively."
Laura Copeland, Edna Barrett,' while on Easter vacation from her
saves our food. How could we rail this modest
down aa we increase our use of electricity." monthly bill anything but cheap!"
Lula Libby, Jeannette Robinson, work at Lots Anderson s.
Rachel Ovcrlock, Olive Fales and
Bert McClure returned last Tues
Doris Maxey were guests Wednesday day to Coburn Institute.
of Mrs. Deris Spear in Thomaston.
Lobster prices are going down

CUSHING

Northward Trek

VINALHAVEN

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST

wakeupyoFr

LIVER BILE—

Yacht Sailmakers

NEW

There is no getting around it.. .

ELECTRICITY IS DOWNRIGHT CHEAP!

39*

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle An Haut, Swanl
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Dowd
Read Up
A. M.
5.30 Lr.
6.30 Lr.
7.30 Lv.
8.15 Lv.
9.30 Ar.

Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

P. M.
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1J0

117-tt

fast, making long faces and flatter
pocketbooks.
Victor White visited friends and
relatives in Rockland over the
weekend.
Roy Sampson returned Sunday
from Rockland where he had engine
repairs made.
V. S. BRANCH OF THE ATLAS
ASSURANCE CO. LTD.

ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1939
Stocks Mid Bonds
5.214.913
Cash In Office and Bank
1.247.320
Agents' Balances.
550.622
Interest and Rents,
-.’6 008
All othes Assets.
35.205

91

4t
fit
51

Gross Assets,
<7.074.070 49
Deduct Items not admitted.
861.010 38
Admitted.

$6,213,060 11

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1939

Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,

$257,419 00
2 932.667 01

All other Liabilities.

386.039 37

Statutory Deposit.
400.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.236.934 73

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

$6,213,000 11

Edward W. Berry & Co.. Agents

96-Th-M

NAIR

1*^1

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
feed first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instandy by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private" envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
c Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card" ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

You

may

goal

of

home

reach

your

an electric

step

by step

with our budget plan
“Taka aur naw I.C.S. Baer lamp... what

aa improvement to have really adequate
lighting ia the living room, without glare I
And the cost of electric equipment adds very
little to our budget, because the payments
ore suited to our convenience and are spread
awt ewer a long period of time.”

CENTI
FOWtl

,AINE

>

MPAHY

Every-Other-Day
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perience-d religious fervor he could
morning around the cottages along
make the countryside quake for 10
the waterfront owned by Mary
miles around.
Louise Bok.
ZX ZX ZX ZX
Hear*
About
the
Society
About the time of Charles II the
ZX ZX Zx
The
O.
W.
Bridge
Club
met
last
ZX z> Zx zx
Friends were severly persecuted in
I JDA O. CHAMPNEY
week at the home of Miss Marion
of Friends, Sometime*
The following teachers who taught
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
England and were imprisoned in
Correspondent
Weidman. Today Mrs. Mary Spear
Correspondent
in Thomaston nre added to the list
Called the Quakers—
XX zx zx zx
great numbers. Many were obliged
A A A A
a a a a
will
be
hostsss.
•
A A Z\ Z\
published ln this paper several
Other Features
to leave for other lands. In the
Mrs. Leslie Deane is suffering
Tel. 2229
months ago.
Tel. 190
Massachusetts Bay Colony, they ex
from
a
dislocated
shoulder
caused
The
Woman's
Educational
Club
Auderly. Mae (Miss'.
The Fred A. Norwood Women's by a fall at her home Monday met Friday at Grand Army hall perienced even harder luck, if any
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary has Clark, llarriette (Miss).
with a program of interesting thing, as the Puritans appeared to
Relief
Corps met Friday night at morning.
Davis. Lenora Ney 'Mrs ) correc
been invited to attend a conference
.
,
,
_ .
I Miss Roberta Holbrook rethrns speakers. Tlie afternoon session j ho very intollerant of all lorms of
tion.
the home of Past Department1
being held at the American Legion
today to Gorham Normal School j was called to order by Vice Presi- worship but their own and went so
French, Gertrude (Miss).
President Emma L. Torrey. Army after spending the spring vacation j dent Mrs. Emma Bradstreet. Bible far as to hang Quakers on Boston
Building, Bath, April 11. Mrs.
French.
Grace
(Miss).
Charles Gilbert, of Norwich. Conn.,
Day was celebrated, also the birthjler parents, Mr. and Mrs. quotations were followed by cur- Common in some cases and in
Jameson, Annie (Miss).
national vice president of the East
day anniversary of four of its mem- Fred Holbrook.
I rent events discussions which were others to cut eff their ears. They
Lee. Lyman Kingston.
ern Division, will be present, and
bers,
Mrs.
Ellen
Bohndell,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Guy
Ordway
is
seriously
ill
' supplemented by two articles read found conditions better in Rhode
Lougee. Marguerite (Miss).
there will be a luncheon preceding
Estella Simonton. Mrs.
Addie at her heme on Church street.
I oy Miss Elizabeth Amts. The Island and Pennsylvania and even
Phillips. Emily (Miss).
the meeting for which reservations
Wentworth
and
Mrs.
Nancy
TurMrs.
Edna
Dwinal
was
hostess
club members heard with regret a the Indians showed appreciation
Rogers. My re 'Miss).
should be made at once. This may
ner,
the
latter
age
86
and
widow
of
to
the
T
Club
Friday
night
for
sew1
communication from the president, for this way of life as lt is said,
Snelling, C. G
be done by writing Mrs Helen Hill.
a Civil War Veteran. A program ing and refreshments.
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, who was that when they burned towns and
Turner (Mr.).
North St.. Bath.
prevented
by illness from attend- villages, they would leave the
was
presented,
consisting
of
read[
L.
True
Spear
and
Steward
Weston. Maryon (Miss).
Mrs. Cliarles Emery held homes and property cf Quakers un
lugs by Mrs. Cacilda Caln. Mrs. Rhodes motored from Batii Sun- ing.
Leslie Clark, son Allan and
(Contributed by Lieut. J. R GrinTorrey. Mrs. Effie Salisbury, Mrs. day to spend the day with relatives close attention with a most inter touched.
daughter Joyce and Miss Hope Far dell Fort Missoula, Montana).
Among the first undertakings of
Addie Wentworth. Mrs. Estella here.
esting paper on her trip to Cali
rington of Portland were guests
tlie
Quakers were prison reforms.
Simonton,
Mrs.
Ellen
Bohndell,
The
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
will
fornia;
Mrs.
Zaida
Winslow's
paper
Sunday of Mrs. Clifford Clark.
Elizabeth Fry went among hard
Mrs.
Nancy
Turner,
Mrs.
Hattie
meet
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the
i
was
on
Maine's
first
Governor,
Weston Young was honored on
Teum Standing
Kenney, Mrs. Katherine Chapin, home of Mrs. Marion Richards.
j William King; Mrs. Mildred Achom ened criminals in thc Women's
the occasion of his birthday Satur
W L. PC PF. Ave
Mrs. Nellie Alexander, Mrs. Velllc
At
the
annual
meeting
of
thc
■ presented an interesting paper on Prisons, educating the inmates and
day night with a party given by his
Simmons and Capt. Ernest Torrey. Johnsen Society held at the home j Thomas B. Reed and Miss Mabel training them along religious lines.
Youngs,
53 31 .631 33 649 460.7 •
sister-in-law, Mrs. Warren Knights,
Following the meeting all ad- 5 of Mrs. Emma Torrey these officers I Holbrook had a well-prepared paper In time of War, the Friends also
Felts.
45 39 .536 33 242 4746
at her home. Those present were Mr
do much relief work.
journed to the dining room where j were elected for the ensuing year: on James G Blaine.
Elliots.
45 39 .536 32.866 469 5
and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan, Mr.
Tiie refusal of thc Friends to
supper was served, three birthday President, Mrs. Estella Simonton;
Hastings.
42 42 .500 33.063 472J (
Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the local
and Mrs. Theodore Rowell. Mr. and
cakes furnished by Mrs. Salisbury, vice president. Mrs. Olive Whittier; Congregational Church spoke con take oath made trouble for them
Graftons.
49 44 .476 32.884 469.8
Mrs. Albert Anderson. Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Kenney and Mrs. Chapin, aug secretary, Miss Mattie Russell; cerning the power of God. Refer in times past in legal transactions,
Marks.
27 57 321 32.357 462.2
William G. Maloney, of Pleasant
menting the menu.
Each was treasurer, Miss Marion Weidman: ring to an article which had come but the laws now accept their word
League records: Individual—Por-i
Point, Mrs. Young and Charles
beautifully decorated and candle work committee. Mrs. Hattie Spear, to his attention in a widely read as sufficient. In time of War, they
ter 584. Marks 146. Team—Elliots
Knights. Rook furnished entertain
candle lighted. Thc one furnished Mrs. Marion Ingraham, Mrs. Nel- magazine, he noted where the go to Prison rather than break the
2560. Hastings 547, Elliots-Morks
ment for the evening, high score
by Mrs. Chapin also bore an Ameri- i lie Alexander; sick committee, Miss blame for the present state of af commandments and kill. They are
*954
prizes going to Mrs Macgowan and
can flag and the words “Birthday Mattie Russell. Tlie Society will fairs was put upon the failure tf ' permitted to join another church,
Match results: Youngs 2458—1.;
Mr. Young, and low to Mrs. Young
Greetings." Tlie attractive table hold a fair in July.
religion to function. Many people A c°uple wishing to marry must
Hastings 2494—5; Elliots 2332—5.
and Mr. Knights. Refreshments
Mrs Hazel Cain is somewhat im are even heard to wonder why such await the decision of a committee
decoration was the work of Mrs.
Felts 2295—1; Graftons 2317—3.'
were served and Included a birth
proved from her recent illness.
Torrey.
dreadful happenings are allowed to “ t0 their fitness and then when
Marks 2330—3.
day cake.
Commander Howard A Tribqu. go on if there is an all-powerful ithe ,lme for the marriage comes.
Spring work wxs started Monday
Most of the fireworks this week
Knox Pomona was held at Thom came in the Youngs-Hastings match.
Medical Corps, US. N, returned . Supreme Being as portrayed by the ! 'hey 8° out -tn front and ask th©
aston Saturday. Weymouth Grange Hastings team started off by roll
Hillbilly Orchestra composed of J Sunday to Portsmouth, N H.. after Bible. The experience of mankind u<;ua! questions, the Committee actthe host, and with 216 members In ing 547 in the first string to set up
S. Tibbetts, Educational Advisor; a two-day visit at his home on indicates tliat the Almighty Is not ! ln« as witnesses. They do not ora dictator, but leaves freedom of {dain ministers ln the cutomary
Albert Adams, W.P.A Instructor, West street.
attendance This was an all-day a new team record for the league.
and enrollees Robert Bumford, j Tlie Junior Class, R H S, are'choice of right and wrong to the manner, but merely write in their
session, and there were 182 persons And Carleton Porter of Hastings
Manley Dixon, and Wilbur Hawes busily engaged in lookuig up the ' individual, he pointed out. If na-|books that *he Person shows the
present at the dinner which was team kept up the good work by
served at noon. Tlie program, which setting up a new league record for
Glenn A. Lawrence. coaching his granddaughter. Glenanne Doyle, just and Hector McArthur; stump whereabouts of all graduates of the tions as well as individuals shape ri8ht qualification for his calling.
was in charge of Miss Doris Miller, individual total. Porter rolled 123. before Saturday's launching of the new sardine boat, Edward M„ al the speech Edgar 'Whitten; vocal solo, school as the "Tatler" this year their course ln conformity with the Tlie Organization of Friends be
Milton Woodis; seading. Ivan Boi- will be dedicated to the "Alumni" teachings of Jesus, they experience lieves in Christian living rather
of Washington, Pomona lecturer, 114. 127. 115 for a total of 584. Carle Gray Boat Shop.
vln; song and encore. Hans Heis and a section devoted to thc listing peace and happiness; if they choose than the mere outward forms of re
opened with greetings from Earle ton was drafted as a substitute for
Gable and Claudette Colbert in “It tad, landscape architect; remarks of all members and their present to follow evil, chaotic conditions ligion, simplicity in dress and man
Maxey.
master of
Weymouth the closing matches of the season
Happened One Night." Today the and reading. Lyman MacDougall, W address.
naturally result, he explained. He ner and desires to live bi peace
Grange. This was followed by the and has hit for 105.6 average for
feature
playing
is
Loretto
Young
The
April
meeting
of
the
Garden
P.
A.
woodworking
instructor;
sequoted from thc Scriptures pas with all men. Before the Civil
response from Walter Ayers* of the four matches he has rolled.
A A A A
ZX zx zx zx
and David Niven in "Eternally lections on violin made by him ini Club scheduled for tonight neces- sages showing the disappointment War tlie Quaker slave holders at a
Union and the Orange Song by the
High totals for week: MatchG CHERT HARMON
Yours"
Camp, Joseph L. Nadeau; cowboy -sarily has been postponed. The of Jesus at the failure of the peo- S'*81 sacrifice to themselves, gave
members. F. L. S. Morse next gave Porter 584. Young 516. Grafton 509.
Correspondent
songs. Hector McArthur and his next meeting will be the seed and pie to choose thc way he pointed UP their slaves and even helped
A
poverty
ball
will
be
featured
a brief talk on Finland and presen K Feyler 502. Singles—Porter, list
Zx
zx ZX XX /X
them to get established, without
Thursday night as a Masonic as guitar: selections, Hillbilly Orches- seedling exchange meeting on May out.
ted the Jolly Toilers 4-H Club of ed above. Roper 127, Vinal 122.
the compulsion of war.
tra; "Star Spangled Banner," en- 14 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
At
6
o'clock
the
club
members
Tel.
713
sembly.
the Georges River Road, who did Shields 114-111. Hastings 114. Young
Miss Elizabeth Amts gave a brief
tcrtalners and audience.
Hans Heistad.
adjourned to the dining room for
Finnish dances in native costume 113. Grafton 112, Woodcock 111. --------------------------------- " | Parker Dean was given a surprise
At the conclusion of the program i Friends of Mrs. Nora Eaton are box lunches and coffee, Mrs Caro explanation of the difference be
The
directors
of
the
Camden
party
in
honor
of
his
birthday
Sun
and told something of their club Grover 110.
tween Quakers and Shakers, say
Chamber cf Commerce will hold ajday night at his l ime in Lincoln | the various camp buildings were pleased to learn that she Ls now Jone.<Mn charge.
work. His Excellency Gov. Bar- Top Ten
to ‘inspection.
to •be about
| budget meeting Thursday night at vme Those present besides the open “
““ Many visitors able —
' • the house without
Tlie evening session began with ing that in her work among or
rows then spoke on “Idaho Pota
Strings Ave
remained to visit the carpentry I the aid of a cane, following several one charter member, two life mem phans throughout the State, she
toes' and was followed by remarks Young __ ____ ............ . 12C 103.
i Bulding.
Dean, Mr. and Mrs Aitlmr Dean, workshop, educational building. In- , weeks suffering from a broken leg bers and five key women present. has found that those placed with
from Mrs Barrows. An original Robbins
..... 120 100 2
and Mrs. Fred Dean, A'bert lirmary, barracks and other places and injured back received in a fall Tlie opening exercises consisted of the Shakers have received excellent
Mrs.
Roy
Fuller
will
entertain
the
Bey Scout play by Paul Simpson Orafton ........... ............... 120 100
i at her home
the Lord's Prayer, led by Mrs. Re care and training. It Ls very rare
Methodist Ladies’ Aid Society or. Dean. Leroy Dean. William Dean. of interest.
followed with vocal selections by Pelt
.............
120 994 Wednesday at her home on Elm Mrs
becca Ingraham; Preamble to the that a Shaker is found on relief
Raymond Mayhew, Mrs
Paul, playing his own accompani Shields .......... . ................ 65 937
Constitution led by Miss Marguer rolls as they are very self-contained
i street.
Myrtle Wheeler. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
ment on the guitar Betty Pales next Roes ............... ................ 105 981
ite Gould; American Creed led by and industrious, she explained.
; The last in a series of cooking Witherspoon, and Mrs Helen Dean,
played a piano solo. "Gramercy Strout ............. ................ no 97 8
M. G„ Assistant Secretary,
Mrs. Zaide Winslow, and tlie
schools conducted by the Central Refreshments of homemade ice
Square'', and H. H. Payson, past Grover ............
129 977 Maine Pcwer Company will bc held cream and cake were served by thc
Salute
to
the
Flag.
ADVENTURE IN DIAMONDS”
master of Pomona, sang "The Wild Ed Elliot
....... .. .... . 115 97.6 in the Opera House on Thursday, hostess. Mr. Dean was presented
The treasurer's report gave a list BROAD COVE
Man From Borneo", The Thomas Lynch ____ __ ___ __ 115
95 3 April 11, at 2 o'clock
of names to be voted upon, all being
Miss Agnes Willey returned home
' with a gift in honor of tlie occasion.
ton High School Orchestra brought
admitted to membership.
Sunday from the Lincoln Memorial
Chief Allen Payson and Deputy
Dance lovers of this vicinity are
the program to a close with the GLEN COVE
The Critics’ Reports by Mrs. Net- ! Hospital in Damariscotta where she
Chief E Y Thompson are attending in for a special treat on Thursday
selection "Bachelor Girl'. There
tie Stewart and Mrs. Emma Brad- ' was operated on for appendicitis.
The many friends of Herbert Wal a meeting cf the State Association night when 'Watie Akins of-Bangor
were 16 candidates initiated at the Iron who has been confined to the Of Fire Chiefs of Maine being held appears at the Camden Opera
street, supplemented by others,
Tlie Patriotic Club will meet
business session, and another special house for several months will be at Scarboro today.
showed the following words to be Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
House with his full orchestra. This
feature of the meeting was a sur phased to know that he ls able to
mispronounced: —Economics, allies. Jennie Johnson.
Robert Tra k his returned td danee band made a distinct hit at
prise handkerchief shower for Mrs. lake short walks out ol doors.
discharge (noun and verb) fidelity,
Perley Collamore lias been visitOcrham Normal Schoo', after spend-' tlie Carnival Ball here this winter.
Carl Gray, whose birthday occurred
and mitigate
Charles Ames of Rockland who )nfi the weekend with his sister and The dance is being held under the
ing with his sister ln Friendship.
on that day. She was also presented is being cared for at the Waldron brother-in-law Mr and Mrs. Har-' auspices of Camden High School
A nominating committee conri tMiss Marjorie McLain who at
a birthday cake Tlie prize cake was home is showing improvement
ing of Mrs. Eugene Sleeper, Mrs. tends Waldoboro High School, was a
old Weymouth.
and the proceeds will assist in dewon by Horner Vose. Granges rep
Etta Sanborn and Mrs. Nettle weekend guest of her parents, Mr.
leroy Brewster was home from
Mr and Mrs Harry Wilson and fraying the expenses of the annual
resented at the meeting were Pleas Bath over the weekend.
Stewart was drawn up to present and Mrs. Ralph McLain.
Mrs. Harold Wilson are spending a trip to Quebec which is taken by
a slate of officers to bc voted upon
ant. Valley. Megunti ook. Ocean
A double cabin Is being added to few days in Boston
members of the Senior French Class,
Carl Hilton attended the State
at the annual meeting in May.
View, Pioneer, Hope. Seven Trees the Humphrey oversight resort.
There will be a special communi- Dancing will be from 8 30 to 12.30
convention ln Portland Wednesday
Mrs. Ernest Maretellar of Pree and Thursday being an overnight
Wliite Oak. Goodwill and Si George and Austin Moody are the cation oi Amity Lodge on Friday, Because of many requests balcony
port, writer and member of the guest of his sister Mrs. Linwood
artists.
Mr Humphrey was in April 12, with work in the Master seats will be sold at a nominal fee
George.
Society of Friends, gave a talk on Timberlake. Other guests cf Mr. and
. Mason degree.
Supper will be for those who do not care to dance,
Mrs. Arthur Lynn has returned Portland on business last week.
Fred E Gregory who has been served ai € 30.
I but do wish to hear the dance crthe history, organization and aims Mrs. Timberlake the past week were
to her home in Lynn. Mass., aftei
cf this society. Pounded in Eng -Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hilton who re
a visit with her aunt Miss Elizabeth wlth his daughters in Westbrook for I Miss Corinne Sawyer is !n Mill - 'chestra and to watch the dancing,
land during the 17th Century by turned home Saturday.
the winter returned Saturday with bridge where she wm called by the ' A large and enthusiastic audience
French.
George Pox who was dissatisfied
liis
daughter.
Mrs.
Granville death of her aunt. Mrs Fred God- attended the concert Friday night
Mrs. Stisie McLain who has been
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sis
by the outward forms of worship doing practical nursing for the past
Shibles.
j fray
' given by members of Mrs. Ruth
ters are invited to meet at the home
Bert S. Gregorys horse. 24 years’ Ralph Belyea of New York City Ls' Ccllemer's piano and vocal classes
and the way of life of some of his few weeks was home over the week
of Miss Cora Robinson Wednesday of age died in the harness on the spending two weeks with his per- at St. Thomas Episcopal parish
friends, during his study of the end.
night for a social get-together.
farm last week
Scriptures, he experienced a great
ents. Mr. and Mrs Earle Bc.yea
house. The entire program was
Ira Russell has employment. ln
The regular meeting of the Par
The Rcckport Fire Department
inner light which made religion Medomak this week at L. W. Osier's
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Curry spent i well rendered and displayed much
\ talent among the young students.
ent-Teacher Association will be held was called to a chimney fire at the Monday in Bangor
come to life and take on a new home.
Thursday night. Election of offlcetf residence of Mason Merrill Satur
George Brent seems satisfied that the fortune in gems he is seeking meaning.
This movement soon
Tonight at the m».eiir.g of the An ensemble from the Camden
Mis. Carl Hilton and daughter
lakes place at this meeting.
day forenoon.
Camden-Rockport Lious Club at the High School band and orchestra, is about to emerge from John Ix>der's poc ket. He has already discovered spread to other lands. Fox be Cynthia recently returned from
they're
not
in
the
bag.
Isa
Miranda
is
the
third
of
the
conniving
trio
seen
Mr and Mrs. Wiswell Hocksworth Wad.-worth Inn tiie Nat'onai Cash directed by Roger Calderwood. gave
lieved that this element of good Cranberry Isles where they passed a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford
in "Adventure In Diamonds.”—adv.
was in every person and needed week with her sister. Mrs. Lyndon
were supper and bridge guests of of Belmont are at the Sidney Stin- Register Company wil. p.e.sent a an excellent prelude. The orchesonly to be awakened.
Bunker. Itjey were accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe at son farm during the illness of E- special program cf moving pictures. tral group consisted of Mary Brymer Holbrook, Mrs. Stinson's father. There will also be a musical pro- ant, John Johnson. Dorothy Hardy,
The term Quaker is merely a home by Mr. Bunker and son Alli
Camden Saturday night.
Mr and Mrs Harold Higgins and gram.
j Harry Johnson, James Hendrick,
nickname and is said to have arisen son who remained several days as
Edwin Anderson is attending the
daughter Clcui.se of Belfast were | Mrs. Laura O born is spending Jenness Eugley, Phyllis Packard,
from the tale that when Fox ex- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hilton.
“
THE
BLUE
BIRD"
Fire Chiefs' Convention being held weekend callers at the Stinson j two weeks in Boston.
Betty Heald, Roland Marriner,
In Scarboro today.
Farm
| Mrs. Emily Jag^ls has retained Avery Smith, Peter Sparta, and
Mr and Mrs. A R. Tabbutt and
Lewis Tatham of Erskine Acad- to her home from the Camden| Barbara Wood
daughter, Miss Rita Tabbutt of my, S-.uth China, has been vis.t- Community Hospital,
Portsmouth, N H . were guests Sun ing with his family at William C.' There will be a very important The C. C. C. Anniversary
A prog-ram in observance cf the
day of Mr and Mrs Orvel F Wil Lufkin's.
meeting of Keystone Chapter of
liams and Mr. and Mrs. W. V
-----------------Royal Arch Masons on Wednesday, seventh anniversary of the founding
| of the Civilian Conservation Corps,
Tabbutt.
EAST LIBERTY
April 10.
Mr- Jennie Davis is in Apple-! William A. Kirk was the guest of was presented for the entertainment
Rep and Mrs. William T Smith
son William T. Smith. Jr., end Miss ton caring lor Mrs Robert Onshee honor at a dinner party at St of a large group of visitors and
Edna L. Ames, returned Sunday from and infant son.
Thomas Rectory Monday night tflrclkcs on the evening of April 4
three weeks' vacation in the South
Mrs Harlan Davis and son Rob- given by the vestryment of the1 ln the ll30lh Co C.C.C. Recreation
Mrs. Lilia Williams of Waidobcro •rt arc visiting her parents, Mr. parish. Last week was Mr. Kirk's Hall. The program opened with
was weekend guest of Mr and Mrs tnd Mr
Thomas McLain In'50th anniversary as junior warden! words of welcome from Leon H. Jef
fers, Company Conunandej-, who
Percy C. William-,
Thomaston.
of St. Thomas parish. He has
|
was
Introdued by Educational AdMrs. Mary Aliern was hostess Sat
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Adams have served a total of 57 years as a
urdtay night to the Whist Club at returned home from Arlington, Vt., member of the vestry four of the i visor John 8 Tibbetts. At the con
the home of Mrs. Leila Smalley where they have been employed for 57 years as senior warden. Those clusion of Lieut. Jeffers' remarks,
Mrs. Mertie Grover was a substi ,x years at the hqme of Edward present were Rev. William E. Ber- the program was aurned over to En
rollee Evan MaoPherson, who acted
tute, and prizes were won by Mrs Roehcster
| ger, Clarence Thomas, P. O. WilOrace Andrews and Mrs. Lilia Ames
L. Roger Norwood is spending ley, Arthur Huse, Gilbert Laite, as master of ceremonies, and the
Mrs. Harold Jack, daughter. Miss oart of a vacation w.tfi relatives Clifford Smith. J Hugh Montgom- program was continued with the
Marion Jack, and Maurice Rancourt in Union.
jery, Finley Calder, C. W. Babb and following numbers;
Five feels ol sound movies (two
Of Augusta, were weekend guests
Mr and Mrs Fred Lowell of the guest of honor. Mr Huse and
showing C.C.C. enrollees working in
Mrs. Abbie Feyler.
Newport were callers Saturday at Mr. Smith made a special (rip from
Clarence Howes.
! their winter homes In Boston to b“ various national and State parks).
Selections by the 1130tb Co. C.C.C.
BROAD COVE
Mrs Blanche Benner has re- present at tlie dinner. A purse of
Mrs. Oils Allen was at her hoini turned home from Palermo where money was presented Mr. Kirk as a
UPI D,OR DATS °r
over the weekend, coming from fir -even weeks she wxs house-itoken of appreciation of his many
riLLr discomfort
years of loyal service.
Tri CH1CHE3TERS PILLS
Waterville where she teaches school. keeper lor I. N. Quigg.
lor functional periodic pain
Mr and Mr.-. Virgil Stevens are
There will be a double feature
and discomfort. Usually
Roy Mank, who Ls State highway
give QUICK RXU1P. Jfck
your drutvlit for—
jiatrolman, has a new Ford V8 visiting at the latter's home in program at the Comique Theatre
“Love, eet ees wonderful!" beams Cesar Romero, the CLseo Kid of
on Wednesday and Thursday In CHICHESTERS PILLS
truck Working with him the pasi Madison.
Amazed at the splendors of the Palaee of Luxury in Maurice Maeter “Viva Cisco Kid." the 20th Century-Fox film which brings the latest and
THE DIAMOND A BRAND
linck's “The Blue Bird" are Gale Sondergaard, Eddie Collins, Shirley most thrilling adventure of the loveable O. Henry outlaw. The senorlta is
Arlene Ryan of Augusta spent cluding Gary Cooper and George
week were Ralph Mdailn and Cleve
lovely Jean Rogers.—adv.
IN BUSINESS OVlk V SO YEARS
Temple and Johnny Russell.—adv.
Sunday at her home in this place. Raft in "Souls at Sea,” and Clark
land Gross.

THOMASTON

Taught in Thomaston WHAT ARE THE WILD SEA
WAVES SAYING, GRANDDADDY?

ROCKPORT

Educational Club

Thomaston Bowlers

CAMDEN

WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
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This And That
EALM OF

M
Miss Harriet Hunt comes this
week from South Portland to visit
her daughter Mrs. C. A. Marstaller.
She has been visiting another
daughter, Mrs. Philip Johnson, in
South Portland the latter part of
the winter.

Dr. John Smith Lowe gave an ad
dress before the Waldoboro Lions
Club recently, when they enter
tained the Rotary Club at Stahl's
Tavern.

USIC

iy Gladys Si. Clair Heistad

Three Soloists
WiU TakTKrt In Thur»-

day Night’s Concert At
Frank Tirrell’* Home
Anticipation is in the air, and all
because Thursday at 8 o'clock the
Frank A. Tirrell residence will be
I the scene of a three-fold attraction
—muslcale, cards and refreshments:
this to be held under the auspices
of the Universalist Womens So
ciety.
Participants on the musical pro
gram will be Charlotte Hopkins,
pianist; Marianne C. Bullard, con
tralto; Byron Knowlton, baritone,
and Faith G Berry, accompanist.
Selections will be:

An all-American cast has been erally believed. They say that many
By K. S. F.
chosen for premiere performance of them had one version for use in
the church, another for the home.
Mrs. Mary Diinsmore is chairman
of “Moby Dick", dramatic cantata
It is said that Americans are
This last was ofen set In what were
of the public supper at St. Peter’s
by Bernard Herrmann, young
the world's best-mannered people
called,
for
one
reason
or
another.
Church,
Saturday
night,
others
of
Mrs. Chester S. Merrill of New
American composer-conductor on
"Geneva Jigs ' which seems to have and this Is said by Sir William
tonville. Mass., ls visiting her mother the committee being Mrs. Anne Al
the staff of the Columbia Broad
Crawford of Londcn.
casting System by the New York ™ ecclesiastic, overtones
Mrs. P. S. Sherman; and brother, den, Mrs. Ella Hyland ,Miss Mar
• • • •
garet
Buttomer
and
Miss
Margaret
Elmer C. Davis.
Philharmonic orchestra In midBobby
was
in a shop with his
Culley. Mrs. Josephine Perry will
A delightful note from Mrs. lx>onApril. The world premiere taking *
mother at ChrLstmas time and the
be
in
charge
of
the
dining
room
and
ora
P
Waller,
from
New
York
City,
Arthur H. French has resumed his
place on April 11 will be followed by
clerk asked him what he wanted Placer d'amor.
Martini
Miss Mary Perry is cashier.
the first radio performance on Sun- | tells of attending on Raster Sunday Santa to bring him
Mrs. Bullard
duties as night man at the NarraWhere'er You Walk
Handel
the
Asbury
Church
ln
Crestwood,
day. April 14. over Ihe Columbia J
gansett Hotel after visiting his
Ave Marla.
"A bicycle," he answered.
Rach-Clounod
Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell and Mr. and
N.
Y..
where
her
niece,
Evelyn
8.
Still
wle
die
nacht.
IVuhni
daughter Mrs. Merrill Seaman in'
network, beginning at 3 p. m. John
"And Just why clo you wish a bi
Mr .Knowlton
Mrs. Fred Trecartin were in Campo
Austin is organist. Mrs. Austin s
Valclk.
Norwood, Mass.
Morejs
Barbirolli will conduct. The cast:
cycle
at
this
time
of
year?''
bello, N. B., over the weekend,
By the Brookside.
prelude was "Easter Morning" by
Stojowakt
William Hain, tenor, as Lshmael;
Mrs. Hopkins
"So I can sit down and walk."
called by the death of Mrs. Rams- 1 Mrs. Ralph L. Smith is visiting MELVIN-MOULAISON
Otto
Mailing,
and
postlude,
"Halle

O
Mio
Fernando.
Donizetti
Leforest Quinn and William LobRobert Weede, baritone, as Ahab;
Bobby answered.
(Cavatina from taFnvorltai
dell's sister, Mrs. Oeorge Cline.
her sister in Boston.
• • • •
The wedding of Zenas W Melvin wlU|am Horne, tenor, as Starbuck; lujah Chorus" from Handel's "Mes
Mrs - "
ley who spent the winter in Rock
Die Birth of Morn.
Leonl
and Miss M. Joan Moulaison, took Philip Reep. high tenor, as Pip, and siah". Tiie choir sang as anthems.
land and Camden, have returned to* The Dorcas Club motored to
A more glorious victor cannot be Lsmpllt Hour.
Penn
Mrs. Elvie Curtis, who has been
_ , , ,
|
“
Awake.
Thou
Wintry
Earth
”
by
Vale (Farewell).
Russell
North Haven.
Camden with Mrs. Elmer S. Bird seriously ill at her home on Pur- Plafe
nl*ht at 7 oclock' the Gean Greenwell, bass, as a sailor. i Bach; "When the Dawn was Break- gained when an injury began on hts
Mr Knowlton
_____
I
Des Abends.
Schumann
Monday and attended the movies. chase street, is improving.
ceremony being performeed at the Tlie male chorus of the Westmin ! ing'. a Polist folk song arr. by Clar- part than to have kindness begin Valse Dlste
Sibelius
Mrs. James Doherty and Mrs. Mrs. Delia Sullivan, who ls visiting
on ours. Should we not all be glad The S'erp that Flits on
ster Choir will assist. It Is of In
-------Catholic rectory, by Rev. Father
ience Dickinson and "Tlie Promise
Baby's Eyes,
Carpenter
Raymond Robishaw spent the week her sister, Mrs Bird, was a guest of
we have life and have dared Io Corals.
terest to note that Mr Hain was a
Treharne
Mrs. F. Winfield Robbins who lias jobn Cummings ln tlie presence of
i Which Was Made' by Edward C. live it? Age is a lime for reflection Waiting
end in Dorchester, Mass.
Dels
1927 Atwater Kent contest winner,
the Club.
been a patient at Knox Hospital'
lmmpdiato fainiliM.
Woodman
i Bairstow. Tlie Girl Choir sang on lOilures and triumphs? How Love's In My Peart.
and
since
has
become
prominent
in
Mrs Bullard
for tliroat treatment has returned
Mrs. Wesley Nichols of Damaris
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bird ar
1 Miss Margaret Adams was maid light opera, musical comedy, radio “Christ the Ixird Ls Risen Again'' happy is he who lias a store of
by Hosmer.
* worthy acts to reflect on in the
cotta is visiting her sister Mrs Karl rived home from Florida Saturday to her home ln Rockville.
ot honor, the groom being attened- and oratorio circles. Mr. Weed,
Mrs. Waller writes: “Such a won days of his less active life.
French.
and went directly to the farm at
Miss Daphne Winslow has re ed by John Moulaison. brother of from Baltimore, won a National derful treat as I had in the after• • • •
Hosmer Pond. Raj-mond became
Federation of Music Clubs contest
sumed
teaching at Fryeburg Acad the bride.
The annual meeting of Rubinstein the banner fisherman of the Colony
Mrs. John H. Andrews
i noon; went to Town hall to hear
O:ie
face
Is
enough
for any womIn 1927. Mr. Horne ls a graduate ol
emy, after spending a week's vaca
Club takes place Friday night at from Maine.
John Charles Thomas. He was an. Wlien she ls two-faced she
of Camden Has Place In
A wedding supper for the bridal |Thp Curtlg Institute of Muslc.
tion at her home on Broadway. She
the Copper Kettle, an Interesting
grand, and so generous with the1 doesn't get along very well, and
Forthcoming Publication
was accompanied as far as Portland party and
two ,amlliM' was , Announcement was made a year
program to be preceded by a ban
Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson McDou
encores. Tlie Hall was filled—a most will not try it long we fancy,
of
Barbirolli's
selection
of
by
her
aunt.
Mrs
E
E
Marston.
»
lvwi
at
thp
home
of
the
brides
quet at 6.30.
gall were weekending in Rockland
The Cultural Research Publishers
parents Mr and Mrs Raymond J. Moby Dick ’ for performance this appreciative audience. I thought
Now comes the potato-milk wafer 1, of New York city are announcing
at the home of their daughter Mrs. who has been visiting here for a
of
you
many
times
during
the
conMoulaison of Grove street.
spring. Tlie conductor hailed it cert. I was sorry when lt was over ,hat wlns ,lle al>P™al of all who
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy, John H. McLoon. Nelson always week.
with pride the forthcoming publica
The wedding dress was of dusty as "the most important thing I've
passed the weekend in Boston, gives gTeat pleasure to his numer
On our way out rubbed elbows with arp fortunn,p enough to eat them tion of "Career Women of America.”
where they witnessed the play ous home friends with his neigh
Mrs. Levi Moulden of Swan's rose crepe with navy accessories, seen from any young American com Nelson Fxldv and his wife. "
.Sklm mlIk and 1’ota,ws arp
After months of intensive research
• ♦ • •
''There Shall Be No Night'' star borly calls. Just pride Is felt by | Lsland was brought to Kncx Hospi- the bride and maid of honor both poser'. The text has been selected
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last
by Coast Patrol boat
peas. Miss Adams wore navy blue ton from the famous Herman Mel- enclosed said that in this concert Bear .Mountain Park lists 206 kinds historic roll of honor, from every
tanne.
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success
Mr. Thomas scored one of ljis great - 1
■repe with white accessories.
vllle novel of whaling days. The
<1 birds in ihe Hudson Highland , flp|d of women's activities
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller I Miss Annie Hahn Is seriously ill
Miss Eleanor Hall has returned
Mrs. Melvin graduated from work ls dedicated to the Danbury est triumph* ' Never lias the bari region This book is the result of
Mrs. John H. Andrews of Cfcmden
to St. Joseph Academy. Portland, went Saturday to Bangor to visit at her home, 4 North Main street. Rockland High School ln 1932 and ! composer. Charles Ives, “whose mu- tone been heard here in better voice, years of study.
1
lias
been made happy by receiving
• • • •
after spending two weeks' vacation their daughter Mrs. Wyman Foster.
from Knox County General Hos- ' sic and Ideology;’ says the composer i Musically his singing was (lawless.
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Mrs. Charles H Whitmore went few da>« *lth her mother and other has been doing private duty.
1 tion to me." Herrmann, who has | station he seemed completely at (Namara of Eagle Rock. Va.. would and that it Is considered a hall
Charles S. Rail
The groom Is the son of Mr and'been in Hollywood most of winter jnome' Pro>c,ln« as many different, read JThe Courier-Gazettes “This
to Bangor Saturday and brought (relatives in Bath,
j mark of success.
Comer Club met with Mrs I. J her daughter Rose home for the
Mrs. Arthur H Melvin of Camden writing the music for Orson Welles moods as there were songs on the and Tliat'' column about the dellEach name will have a blographiMrs. Grace Rollins who under
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He graduated from Camden High forthcoming films and conducting program. The concert was more j clous Bent water crackers and then I cal sketch of 200 words.
went a serious operation at Knox
bridge score going to Mrs. L. F day afternoon.
___________
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a
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ford College of Business Adminis “Mobv Dick" in two years, from
I Mrs. H. I. Hix and Miss Carrie saining
tration in Cambridge. Mass , being 1936 to 1938. It was done in his conclusive experiment as to the way home to Rockland and by the
Everett W Withee of Portland
'•Sonny'' and "Billy" Martel gave | Brainerd have returned from St.
a charter member of Beta Lambda spare time while conducting various singabllity of the English language I distinguished hands of Mr. and Mrs and Mrs. Anne Leonard Dickinson
.
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Marion
Harvey
is
spending
a party Saturday afternoon, at the ' Petersburg, Fla, and opened their
'I am once more convinced; said Oeorge B. Wood who made an over- of this city were quietly married
vacation from Castine Normal Fraternity. Mr. Melvin is also a CBS programs and writing consid
home of Mrs. Nelson Carr, Hill i Masonic street home.
Mr Thomas from the |lutform at night stop at the James M<Namara
member
of
Amity
Lodge
of
Masons
erable original music for radio. He
Saturday evening March 30. The
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School at the home of her roomstreet, to celebrate their third and
In Camden. At present he ls pay- I first thought of doing “Moby Dick" the conclusion of tlie afternoon, house on their return Journey from ceremony was performed by Rev.
fourth birthdays. Games and toys
Mrs E. D. Spear left Winter Park,
Oorgene Orindle, ln
" Rolden . Charlps MacUoliaW Uiilig Ihe
provided amusement. the peanut Fla. April 1 for New York to meet Bluehill. Muss Harvey ls very ac- inc teller and assistant treasureras an opera, but gave up the opera lhat lhe mothM l0,,8UP is no! solFlorlda *hrre °nc'
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nealy. A bunny centerpiece, sup Low will motor to Rockland with being much in demand as trumpet of thia city.
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short wedding trip the couple will Ahab's all-absorbing passion. Since
each guest received a favor. Many
traordinary darby was a highlight
nice gifts were inspected Those daughter Priscilla of Brunswick, and Matrons Assistant at the Bok Home *,reside at 31 Gay street
using it in Moby Dick. I have de
Ann Miller (whoever she 1st the ;
of
this concert. It dominated all
Many lun loving friends made I veloped a great deal of fondness and
present were Robert Crie, Arland Mr and Mrs S A. Wallace and Mrs lor Nurses.
star of stage and screen, and ap- ' Hjl,uln«'
caLsomlomg.
paper
-----the get-away a difficult problem.! respect for this cld 18th cen'urv other factors, surmounting in inter pearing ln Oeorge White's Scandals han8!1|8 Outside work a specialty.
Ames, Maureen and Maurice Har Esther Wallace of Waldoboro, were I
den, Fcrest Anderson. Patricia and guests Sunday of Mrs Ellen Bar-' Thp WCTU will meet Fnday and last reports stated “all roads form and think it can be revived as est even the artist’s superb singing. is definitely the outstanding dance I] All work guaranteed Prices r<aaft€rnoon at 2 30 at the home of blocked
Composers represented on il.e pro'
Janet Bisbee, Janice Mannealy, rows and Mrs Maude Barrows.
sonaole Island work our specialty.
a musical form for many other types
_____
Miss Margaret McKnight, 41 Limegram were James H. Rogers. 3amu, . I discovery of the time, according to;; Hatch & Rowe. Tel. 424-WK. Ro< kOut of town guests were Mr and of American subject matter. ’
Adelaide Hooper, Patricia Anderson,
reviewers.
Miss Helen McNamara of Virginia rock street. The program topic will Mrs. Arthur H Melvin and daugh
Endicott, Francis Hopkinson. Ed
• • • •
Barbara Mannealy. Mary Boyd and
and.
42-T&S-48
Did you happen to hear I^wrence ward MacDowfll, Benjamin WhelpNorma McCrillis. Orave Tuttle and and Miss Alice McNamara return 1x1 ‘ Our Civic Welfare" and a re- ter Eleanor and Gilbert Leadbetter
The first man In England to lei
thia noon after spending the week- P°rt 00 "Loral Survey' will be given of Camden, and Senator and Mrs Tibbett, chorus and orchestia do ley. Virgil Thompson, Crust Bacon
Hilda Spear assisted in serving.
out hackney horses was Thomas
by Mrs. Clara Emery. Business of
end at their home in this city.
Albert B Elliot and son Arthur "Ballad of an American", on a re (first performance of "Tlie Eanksi Hobson. He had a large number
Importance will be acted upon.
James, 2d of Thomaston.
cent Ford Sunday Evening Hour of the Yellow Sea", a poem by of horses, but obliged the Univer
Opportunity Class met Thursday
you noed
NOW PLAYING
program? To me it was one of the Emily Dkkinsoni, Chai it s Ives, sity students to tnke his hacks in
Mrs.
Charles
Lowe,
assisted
by
night with 14 members and two
“GRAPES OF WRATH"
rich red
Louis Gruenberg. Stephen Foster, rotation When a man came for
most
exciting
things
I
have
experi

guests enjoying this excellent pro Miss June Cook, entertained last
with
David Guion. John Powell, Hall a horse he was led Into the stable
enced
In
music.
BLOOD
for BEAUTY
HENRY FONDA, JANE DARWIN
gram: vocal solos. Mrs Lorna Pen night at a party in honor of Mrs.
The Perry Nursery School will
Johnson. Charles Wckefleld Cad- land shown tlie collection but was
So try Lydia R. Flokham'* Vtgrtabla
C.
Edward
Jarrett
iEleanor
Amesi,
dleton, Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Mrs.
Cun>p<iund TABLETS—mar, rluu> to
A friend in New York recen’ly man. Kathleen Lo kliart Manning. obliged to take tlie horse which
open April 15 at 36 Brewster street,
trip hullil Itr.U blood which inruiu
Wednesday (Only)
Muriel Adams and a piano solo by who was recently married. Present
more strength, ruler cheea„. red
with Mrs. Ruth Perry tn charge sent me the program of the Gala Albert Malotto. Jacques Wolfe. Pearl ,Mood npxt/,o lbp s,#blp door Rp nre
Mrs. Helen McKinney. Refresh- were Miss Doris Caven. Miss Maizie
der lipa, brighter eyes. ALSO help
relieve functlonul monthly dutreval
ments were served by the hostesses, 1 Joy. Miss Vera Ames. xfls. William This experiment in progressive edu Concert ln the Brooklyn Academy of Curran, and Geoffrey O il.ira.
the expression, "Hobson’s choice',
cation has met with considerable Music for the benflt of Finnish Re
A DATI WITH
come
to
signify
“
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none
’
MilMrs. Pauline Saunders. Mrs. Winnie Cross. Miss Eleanor Barnard. Miss
FIRST RORIN
favor in nearby cities, especially lief, on March 3d. Among the fea
ton in 1060 wrote two humorous!
Keller and Mrs. Alice Kalcr.
Shirley Stickney, Miss Elizabeth
among the children of pre-school tures was Tlie Blind Chorus of New ITe pretended It w •« Miniiner
poems on the death of this old
------Till, Mrs. Hclvi Hamalainen and age.
(Of course It
only spring);
\
York, with Lauritz Melchior os solo Bit he sang a cheery and gladdening liveryman, Thomas Hobson.
The Thursday meeting of Edwin ----Miss Glenna
TRY OUR
—....... - Rankin. Mrs. JarKong
Primarily the protect Is c nursery ist. I am mentioning this because
....
j
Libby Relief Corps had Mrs. Doris > rwt
was
piMsantb' surprised
With a trill and a lovely ring.
school affording youngsters the op of an interesting and enlightening
A wooly mammoth that roamed
Ames as beano hostess and Mrs |to find when re.reshments were
He pirunded he wan ed i j drink
Of course he dldn t at all);
tlie Peniisvlvania fields and moun
Blanche Shadie and Mrs Maude wrved a lovely assortment of portunity to play together, yet thc article in the New York Tim»s <He
only used the pool for u glaas
tains 20.000 years ago geologists
Cables in charge of the supper. At' klt<.hen utensils for her new home, development of children from shy which tells of the work of this blind A wonder he didn’t fall!
attitudes
to
a
co-operative
nature
i
chorus,
It reads:
found reported once big elephant
He pretended that he was warm.
thc business session, lt was voted to j A bride s cak(, and cofTpe wpre
But a chill March wind went by
may bc accomplished.
"A chorus rehearsal ls difflcul' in So
donate a sum to Cancer Control, served
I gave b in crumb- In tne frosty with hair six or eight Inches long
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from
9
to
any
case;
when
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consists
was unearthed or at least the tusks :
Mrs. Gladys Murphy will have
____________
11 a. m. and 2 to 4 p m on'“school I of 30 blind singera the extraordin- And never asked him why
seven feet long and looped in a
charge of the game party next
Wall paper^ee the lines sold
They Wear Better
He had come so early, befoi » the rest.
Thursday afternoon, when the pock- by Mildred Ryan OTtonneU form„. days. thereby accommodating dif ary difficulties need not be stressed With »ong In hla throat and led on double curve were dug up.
hit breast •
ferent groups the same day. Chil There is of course no conductor In
• • • •
etbook will be drawn. Mrs. Ma- ,y carrled by puHe^cobb-Davds beFeanor Alletta ChaHc? (Chrlatla*
dren between the ages of 3 and 6 the ordinary sense of the word. Selene?
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you
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waJ
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GIORGE
writer who created thc character
Tan. White or .AU Brown
man. All members who are plan- ayaU>We if nffessan, A ,easurc are admitted. Enrollment may be When the group comes to the stage
made by calling the Perry Daytime to sing the instructor stands in the SOUTH WALDOBORO
"Captain January" has celebrated
ning to take part in the convention. to show a]1 my b(x)ks'
Nursery. Any questions regarding
must be present at the rehearsal In frQm ]Qc (Q
5Q ppr ro]1 Tf,
wings awaiting the results .if his
The first robins were seen here her 90th birthday and is still hale
the .school will be gladly answered labors.
and hearty. She and her husband
on April 4
the evening.
• W or 656. or call at 39 High St?
Rubber Sole
Mrs. Perry is an experienced1
who ts 92 live in a home known
, .
. .
.
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and
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in
as
the
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House"
In
Oardiner
Rummage sale Saturday. April 13
,
of “ ww 1 :or the 611,1,1 iU W
lc 11 with Mrs. Alfred Davis, lor aft
and behind her she lias a record of
at the Universalist Church.
43-44 ' Subscribe to The Courler-Oazettd. primary school work. Anyone wlio play ov-sr the individual par s, ex
ernoon session.
is interested is invited to visit the
almost 100 books. The calmness
plain the phrasing, rhythms ar.d
"nursery schoolroom."
Samuel Hooper, who recently and clear charm of her writings will
THURS.-FRl.-SAT.
"Triangle” All Leather
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| writers of note,
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MAETERLINCKS
| Sidney Dow, who passed away When all parts have been learned
Miss
Gertrude
Wincbenbach the English language, like this:
i individually whole group is ready for spent the past week witli her cousin "The man who has ideas
March 29. after a long Illness.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
I first rehearsal. Noel Kempton, the
Mis. Nellie Boggs at tlie village
j Is above the common rout;
She was loved by all who knew
•'Doctors' Choice" Brown
Special Double Feature
CESAR ROMERO
'her for her sweet dispostlon and'inslruetor' says ,hat the jl'nd have
Iowell
Wallace
and
family
were
But ideas bring in nothing
First Run in Camden
... .
__
.
linilMin
11 v chnrn
umvo
nf
rnfzvU
unusually
sharp
sense
of
pitch
and
many acts of kindness. Through
Unless they are carried out."
Augusta visitors Tuesday.
GARY COOPER
a fine feeling for rhythm and tempo
• • • •
jthe
years
of
illness
her
life
was
mad*
Ortho Tuttle and family, who
GEORGE RAFT
Scuff-Proof Tips
For entrances and cues, he snaps
A
modern
young
girl arrived at
THURSDAY
brighter
by
the
unselfish
care
and
in
have spent Ihe winter in Ocorgla,
his
fingers;
the
rest
is
up
to
the
her grandmother's for dinner wear
devotion of her husband.
have returned heme.
“SOULS AT SEA”
ing a backless evening frock.
Mrs. Dow Uas tlie daughter of ear and intelligence of the indi
Shirley Temple
The census enumerator and tax Grandma lectured her good and
CA?
vidual
singer.
In
the
last
five
years
the
late
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dodge
Hall
Spring Byington
SECOND HIT
this group has appeared 15 times assessor will soon bc calling.
said. “It's a shameless dress and I
Nigel Bruce * Ctle
"Buster Brown"
A picture to be seen many times and a native of St. Oeorge.
dread to think what your/nother
Sondergaard
on the air. mostly on nation-wide
Beside
her
husband
she
ls
sur

CLARK
GABLE
mij a hnliainl cod
would say if she saw you in it".
vived by two sisters, Mrs. Mary hook-ups and in several concerts.
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Directed by Waller l.ang
Tlie young girl replied. "3o would
In
t
Gregory and Mrs. Rose Richards of Their active repertoire contains
A ?Oth Century Foe Picture
about
25
selections
in
English,
I.
Grandma, for this dress belings
Rockland:
two
brothers.
Oeorge
WATER
PIPES
RENEWED
“IT HAPPENED
Darryl F Zenurk
to her".
French, Oerman. Italian and Latin.
AND
WIRED
OUT
Hall
of
Camdpn
and
James
Hall
of
In Cb.iryp of Production
ONE NIGHT’
• • • •
NEW SEWERS LAID
CALL IN AND SEE THEM
with
In tlie Brooklyn concert the
St. George.
ALSO
CLEANED
WHEN
It
has
been
said
that the unluekiFuneral services were held Sun group sang "Finlandia ' by Sibelius,
TODAY
CONSTANCE MOORE
PLUGGED
est card in a pack of playing cards
day at the Tenants Harbor BaptLst and with Mr. Melchior as soloist
LORETTA YOUNG
Septic tanks a cesspools
TOM BROWN
Is the eight of spades, according to
DAVID NIVEN
"Die Allmacht” by Franz Schubert.
AND CEMENT WORK
Church.
• • • •
superstition. It was Napoleon Bona
in
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
Plus Tally-Ho, $25.
parte who ascribed his defeates to
‘ETERNALLY YOURS’ | The United States patent office According to the American Bal
its influence. So get rid of it as
lad
Singers
and
Elie
Slegmelster,
i issues weekly the Gazette, which
ROCKLAND. ME.
TONIGHT
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME. soon as possible when it is dealt to
Shows Mat IM. Evf. tJS. IM
BIG CASH NITE, $110
shows the patents which have been its ,qonductor, American Puritan
CoBtlnnoni Saturday X.M to 14.JS
you.
hymns were not as pure as is gengranted during that week.
Bandar. Matlnoe » o*elorh

“Career Women”

GIRLS!

A Nursery School

DANGER!

CHILDREN’S

SHOES

V

i

BRENT-MIRANDA

SPORT OXFORDS

ADVENTURE

$1.69

m DIAMONDS

OXFORDS

ComiquE

$2.25

THE

BLUE
BIRD

OXFORDS

$3.00 pair

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

OXFORDS
$4.50 pair

McLAIN
SHOE STORE

Every-Other-Day
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Mass., are spending the week at
Dunrovin.
Jerome Jones is a patient at
Miss Arlene Wilson of Crlehaven
Knox Hospital.
Plenty of Primary Con
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Naples Hotel Man Cornea
Harold Hupper attended the Re ls staying with her aunt Mrs. Colby
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Gathering in Which
Lookout" In a Gloucester,
publican Convention In Portland Hupper to attend High School.
Forward With Boost
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Mass., Newspaper
Union
Man
Figure*
Wednesday and Thursday In comMr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews en- ,
For Blinn Page
By Chuck Cochard
ing Fernald
! pany with Ralph Simmons, Fred pertained the ''63ers'' Wednesday •
Farm folks from all parts of Sea vey. Almon Hall and Alfred
The following communication is
(From the Bridgton News)
night. The women came dressed ij Waldo County is seeing plenty of
from
the April 4 issue of the Glou
Maine
made
the
1940
Farm
and
Hocking.
The odds for success in radio H. V. Kaltenborn the best in field
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Andrews
have
of
the
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political
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towns of this section of the state j seem greater for the youth of today
Door prizes were awarded Mr. and
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u
r
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>
’
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and for that matter in all sections
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Earl Barter house for several weeks. Mrs Harold Hupper and Howard Pre-S,>nt wlth Republican aspirations. to your paper. I read in tlie Look
. than a vear ago, for instance, Den- over the NBC network beginning of '__
2290 men and women registered.
__
_ __
„ _
.____ _
of Maine are demanuing a sound
•
Mrs. Clyson Coffin lias returned , Monoghttn. low prizes Mrs Mer-!R Woodbury, who was appointed out column many items, about
,
I ms Dav had tl) a new name. (2) May 21. He will be heard on Tues
topping last year's figure by some to her Quincy. Mass., home.
sensible business man for governor.,
| ,on Anlll0nv and Henry l^h sheriff when Hiram O. Burgess died Maine, and especially Rockland. Me.
„
. . ,
, . „ ,
lots of encouragement, and (3) a day. Thursday and Saturday. Funny
They are sick of professional pod’
Capt.
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Wall
and
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j
370.
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well
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. .
_
weekly pay check of $21, of which
t'-lars. To sum up the candidates
.
. __
rij.essed WOman with Clar- j flce- and u saW t0 havc achieved and it seemed home to me. but Rock
. .. u
. ibis agent took 10 percent. One day much time and money building him sented. although storms In Aroo daughter, Norma of Arlington, ,he
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stook and western Maine kept
NBC s Mary Livingstone heard him
r.omnaton.
. on the air—told Jack Benny. The mediately after becoming a nation
to be held during Farm and Home Howard Mcnoghan runners up donnfd 11,6 badge. The politicians etc. Recently I have noticed in your
some away on the opening days.
lets take Roy Fernald--There is,
.. ..
Week.
! Margaret Marriott was outstanding- ' ar«' lIYln« to fl«ure the strength column, "who made the hole in the
rest you know. He is the comedian s wide figure.
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,
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least
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and hired him.j Program will be heard on Sundays cerned. Tlie rooms assigned to At the Maine Farm Bureau Fed- Mass., are guests of her parents.
the primaries will be waged over ' have eaten some of Mr. Gregory’s
rob and hts experience ln finance
around $1000: beginning April 29. Cast includes ,hem aith0ugh located at one cor eration meeting, all officers were Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts.
the office cf County Commissioner doughnuts, thas verify ing The Cou
ls right around zero.
James Melton. Francia White, an ner of the campus. were crowded re-elected. They are: President, C.
Miss Alvalene Pearson has rea week—That's Radio.
rier's writeup.
Is ht the man?
• • • •
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